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Chapter 1. Introduction

All plug-ins have to deployed as a plug-in package. This is is a zip archive that follows a
defined file-structure. The chapter Chapter 2, Creating a plug-in package describes how to
create a plug-in package. This is the common basis for all types of Docmenta plug-ins.

Docmenta can be extended by plug-ins in several ways. Following table summarizes the
different possibilities:

Plug-in type Description

General Plug-in Through the Plug-in API new functionality can be added. This
includes:

• extending the user-interface of Docmenta, for example,
add:

- menu items

- dialogs

- tabs.

• adding new libraries and web-pages.

See Chapter 3, Plug-in API for details.

Editor/Viewer Plug-in A special type of plug-in, which allows to add a new

• XHTML content-editor.

• file editor/viewer for a given file extension (e.g. a SVG
image editor).

See Chapter 4, Editor and viewer plug-ins for details.

Rule Plug-in A rule plug-in can be used to:

• give errors/warnings about invalid or non-conforming
XHTML code.

• convert the XHTML source to assure it conforms to us-
er-defined guidelines.

• beautify the XHTML code.

See Chapter 5, Rule plug-ins for details.

AutoFormat Plug-in An AutoFormat plug-in enables a user to add user-defined con-
tent transformations, which are applied during export of publi-
cations. See Chapter 6, AutoFormat plug-ins for details.

Output Plug-in Add new output formats. See Chapter 7, Output plug-ins for
details.

Stylesheet Extensions The PDF and DocBook generation can be adapted by adding
custom XSL stylesheets. The details are given in Chapter 8,
PDF stylesheet customization.
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Chapter 1.  Introduct ion

If you need to create a plug-in that requires access to the Docmenta plug-in API, you will find
this information in the chapter Chapter 3, Plug-in API. Information that applies to a specific
type of plug-in, is given in the remaining sub-sections as noted in the table above.

Furthermore, Docmenta provides a possibility to influence the PDF generation by providing
custom XSL stylesheets. This can be used in case the existing PDF output options are not
sufficient. The details are given in Chapter 8, PDF stylesheet customization.
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Chapter 2. Creating a plug-in package

The simplest kind of Docmenta plug-in just adds some library- or HTML/JSP-files to the web
application directory. A plug-in package is a zip-file that contains a specifc sub-directory
structure and two property-files. The property files define the meta-data of the plug-in.

As a first example, we create a plug-in that adds following files to the Docmenta web-appli-
cation directory:

• my_help.html

• my_page.jsp

• my_lib.jar

The html and jsp files shall be placed in the sub-folder plugins/my_plugin. The jar file
shall be placed in the sub-folder WEB-INF/lib.

We start by creating a new directory, e.g. named "plugin-files". In this directory we place
the content of our plug-in package. First we create two text files within this directory, one with
name "plugin.properties" and one with name "locale.properties". These two files
are required for every Docmenta plug-in package. The file "plugin.properties" contains
the plugin-metadata. The file "locale.properties" contains language dependent data.
Both files have to obey the rules of the Java properties file format.

In our example, the content of the plugin.properties file could be as follows:

id = my_plugin
version = 1.0
required_app_version = 1.9
show_license = false
load_type = immediate

Listing 2.1. plugin.properties

Following table describes the properties that can be specified in the plugin.properties
file:

Property Description

id An identifier that uniquely identifies the plug-in.

version The version number of the plug-in, e.g. "2.0".

required_app_version The minimum Docmenta version that is required.

show_license Whether to show a license agreement on installation of
the plug-in or not. If this is set to "true", then a sub-fold-
er named "license" has to exist in the plugin-package.
The folder has to contain the agreement as an XHTML
file named license.xhtml. Localized versions of the li-
cense agreement can be provided by using the filename li-
cense_xx.xhtml, where xx denotes a two-letter language
code.
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Chapter 2.  Creat ing a plug- in package

load_type This property defines whether the plug-in shall be loaded im-
mediately (after the plug-in has been installed), or the load-
ing shall be deferred to the next server startup. Possible val-
ues are "immediate" and "next_startup". If the plug-in
depends on jar files that are part of the plug-in package, then
the load-type has to be set to "next_startup", because
libraries that are added to the WEB-INF/lib folder during
installation are not loaded until next server startup.

plugin_class The fully qualified Java classname of a custom plug-in class.
See Section 3.1, “Lifecycle methods” for an example.

config_dialog Whether to show a configuration button, after the plug-in
has been loaded. Possible values: true/false. Default is
false. See Section 3.3.2, “ZK Dialogs” for an example.

keep_files A list of files to keep in the plug-in directory, in case a newer
version of the plug-in is installed. That means, these files are
not overwritten by a newer version of the plug-in. For exam-
ple, if a newer version of a plug-in is installed, this property
allows to keep the configuration files of the old version. The
property value has to be a space- or comma-separated list
of relative file paths. The file paths are relative to the plug-in
directory. See Section 3.3.2, “ZK Dialogs” for an example.

remove_webfiles Whether to remove the plug-in files from the web-application
directory, if the plug-in is disabled. Possible values: true/
false. Default is true.

Table 2.1. Plug-in properties

Following an example of the locale.properties file:

my_plugin.description = My example plug-in.
my_plugin.help_url = plugins/my_plugin/my_help.html

Listing 2.2. locale.properties

At least the property with name plugin_id.description has to be provided, where plu-
gin_id is the id of the plug-in as defined in the plugin.properties file (here: "my_plu-
gin"). This property defines a descriptive name of the plug-in. This name is displayed in
the user-interface. Optionally, a property named plugin_id.help_url can be used to
provide a link to online-help for the plug-in.

The content of the locale.properties file can be localized by creating files with name
locale_xx.properties, where xx is a two-letter language code. For example, if the user
has set its GUI language to Spanish (language code "es"), then the values from the file
locale_es.properties are used. If such a file does not exist, then the default values
from locale.properties are used. Note, that currently only English is supported as GUI
language.

Now that we have created the metadata files, we can place the actual plug-in files into the
package directory. First we create a sub-folder named "web". On installation of a plug-in, all
content in the "web" folder is copied into the Docmenta web-application directory. Therefore,
to get the directory structure as mentioned above, we create a sub-folder named "plugins"
inside of the "web" folder. In the created "plugins" folder we create a sub-folder named
"my_plugin". Next we copy the jsp and html files into this folder.
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Chapter 2.  Creat ing a plug- in package

Finally, we create a sub-folder named "lib" on the same level as the "web" folder. Next
we copy the my_lib.jar file into this folder. As you may already guess, on installation
of a plug-in, all content in the "lib" folder is copied into the "WEB-INF/lib" folder of the
Docmenta web-application.

To summarize, the content of our plug-in package is as follows:

Figure 2.1. Example plug-in structure

Instead of creating a "lib" folder on the same level as the "web" folder, you could also create
a sub-folder named "WEB-INF" inside of the "web" folder and place the "lib" folder therein.

The last step is to package the content of our "plugin-files" directory using a zip-tool.
By convention, the name of the zip-file should at least include the id of the plug-in as well
as the version number, e.g. "my_plugin_1_0.zip". The zip-file can then be installed as
described in 'Installing Plug-ins' [Docmenta User Manual].

Note that on installation of a plug-in, a copy of the plug-in package is stored in the docu-
ment-store directory. When a new version of Docmenta is installed, then on restart of the
web-server, all plug-ins that were installed in the old version of Docmenta will be restored
from the document-store directory. However, this may require a further restart of the web-
server, to load libraries that have been installed as part of the restored plug-ins.
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Chapter 3. Plug-in API

The chapter Chapter 2, Creating a plug-in package describes the file-structure of a plug-in
and how plug-ins can be used to add new HTML/JSP pages or Java libraries to the Docmenta
web-application. For some requirements this may be sufficient.

However, usually you will have to interact with the existing Docmenta application. For exam-
ple you will have to access data stored in a product or you will have to add a menu item
to the user interface.

To achieve this, you have to write Java code that accesses the API of Docmenta. This chapter
gives an overview of the Docmenta Plug-in API. More specific information is provided by the
JavaDoc documentation of the Docmenta Plug-in API.

To be able to compile your Java code, you will need at least the following JAR library in the
Java classpath of your development environment:

• DocmentaPlugin.jar

You can find this library in the WEB-INF/lib folder of the Docmenta web-application.

3.1. Lifecycle methods
The starting point of every plug-in that needs access to the Docmenta Plug-in API is the
interface org.docma.plugin.Plugin. To create such a plug-in you need to create a Java
class that implements this interface. The interface defines lifecycle methods as listed in the
following table:

Method Description

onLoad This method is called when the plug-in is loaded, e.g.
on server-startup.

onUnload This method is called when the plug-in is unloaded,
e.g. when the plug-in is uninstalled or disabled.

Table 3.1. org.docma.plugin.Plugin interface methods

The simplest plug-in without any functionality is as follows:

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

package myexample;
 
import org.docma.plugin.Plugin;
import org.docma.plugin.PluginContext;
 
public class MyPlugin implements Plugin {
 
    public void onLoad(PluginContext ctx) throws Exception {
        // insert your code here
    }
 
    public void onUnload(PluginContext ctx) throws Exception {
        // insert your code here
    }
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Chapter 3.  Plug- in API

15 }
Listing 3.1.

There is a default implementation of this interface that just provides no-operation implemen-
tations of all interface methods. The classname of the default implementation is org.doc-
ma.plugin.DefaultPlugin. Therefore, the code above can be reduced by creating a
class that extends org.docma.plugin.DefaultPlugin:

1 
2 
3 
4 

package myexample;
 
public class MyPlugin extends org.docma.plugin.DefaultPlugin {
}

Listing 3.2.

Note that the Docmenta plug-in framework creates an instance of the plug-in by calling the
default constructor of your plug-in class (i.e. the constructor without parameters). As a con-
sequence, your plug-in class is not allowed to declare the default constructor as private.
Anyhow, it is discouraged to define a constructor at all, because all functionality should be
provided by overwriting the lifecycle methods.

To test the lifecycle methods, we create a plug-in that just writes some messages to the
application's log:

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

package myexample;
 
import org.docma.plugin.*;
 
public class MyPlugin implements Plugin {
 
    public void onLoad(PluginContext ctx) throws Exception {
        Logger log = ctx.getApplicationContext().getLogger();
        log.info(ctx.getPluginId() + ": onLoad");
    }
 
    public void onUnload(PluginContext ctx) throws Exception {
        Logger log = ctx.getApplicationContext().getLogger();
        log.info(ctx.getPluginId() + ": onUnload");
    }
}

Listing 3.3.

The lifecycle methods have a parameter of type org.docma.plugin.PluginContext.
This parameter allows to access the Docmenta environment. In the example above, this
parameter is used to get the application context, which in turn allows access to the applica-
tion logger. Furthermore, the PluginContext object allows to retrieve the plug-in properties,
e.g. the getPluginId() method returns the plug-in identifier that is defined in the plug-
in.properties as shown below.

To be able to install the plug-in, we need to create a plug-in package. Therefore, create a file-
structure as described in Chapter 2, Creating a plug-in package and place the compiled class
in the web/WEB-INF/classes folder. Alternatively add the class files to a JAR archive and
place the JAR file in the lib or web/WEB-INF/lib folder. The resulting file structure should
be as follows:
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Chapter 3.  Plug- in API

Figure 3.1. Plug-in package structure

Before creating the zip package, the files

• plugin.properties and

• locale.properties

need to be adapted. Following an example of the plugin.properties file:

id = my_plugin
version = 1.0
plugin_class = myexample.MyPlugin
required_app_version = 1.9
show_license = false
load_type = next_startup

Listing 3.4. plugin.properties (log example)

The plugin_class property is an optional property that is required only if a custom plug-
in class shall be provided. In the example above, Docmenta is instructed to instantiate the
plug-in class myexample.MyPlugin instead of the default plug-in class. For an explanation
of the other properties see Chapter 2, Creating a plug-in package. Note that the load_type
property needs to be set to "next_startup", because the added myexample.MyPlugin
class will not be available until the next web-server startup.

For completeness, following an example of the locale.properties file:

my_plugin.description = A simple logging Plug-in
my_plugin.help_url = 

Listing 3.5. locale.properties (log example)

Note that in this example the property my_plugin.help_url is set to an empty string,
because we do not provide a help-page for our plug-in until now.

Finally, we can create the zip-package and install the plug-in as described in 'Installing Plug-
ins' [Docmenta User Manual].

To test the plug-in, enable and disable the plug-in in the administration panel (see 'Installing
Plug-ins' [Docmenta User Manual]) and check the web-server log file for the appended log
messages.

Creating a web-application plug-in

If you want to create a plug-in that extends the web user-interface of Docmenta, then the plug-
in has to implement the org.docma.plugin.web.WebPlugin interface. This interface
extends the Plugin interface by adding the lifecycle methods shown in the following table:
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Chapter 3.  Plug- in API

Method Description

onInitMainWindow This method is called when the main window of
a new user session is initialized. This occurs on
every user login.

onShowConfigDialog This method is called whenever a user clicks
the "Configure" button of the plug-in (see 'In-
stalling Plug-ins' [Docmenta User Manual]). See
also Section 3.3, “Adding a dialog” on how to cre-
ate a custom dialog.

Table 3.2. org.docma.plugin.web.WebPlugin interface methods

Again there is a default implementation that just provides no-operation implementations of
all interface methods. The classname of the default implementation is org.docma.plug-
in.web.DefaultWebPlugin.

Following code shows a simple WebPlugin implementation that just writes a log message
whenever one of the WebPlugin lifecycle methods is called:

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

package myexample;
 
import org.docma.plugin.*;
import org.docma.plugin.web.*;
 
public class MyWebPlugin extends DefaultWebPlugin {
 
    @Override
    public void onInitMainWindow(WebPluginContext ctx, 
                                 WebUserSession webSess) {
        Logger log = ctx.getApplicationContext().getLogger();
        log.info(ctx.getPluginId() + ": user " + 
                 webSess.getUser().getLoginId() + " logged in.");
    }
 
    @Override
    public void onShowConfigDialog(WebPluginContext ctx, 
                                   WebUserSession webSess) {
        Logger log = ctx.getApplicationContext().getLogger();
        log.info(ctx.getPluginId() + ": onShowConfigDialog");
    }
}

Listing 3.6.

Note that WebPlugin methods have an additional parameter of type org.docma.plug-
in.web.WebUserSession, which allows access to the user session. In the example above
this parameter is used to retrieve the user's login name.

For more information on the available methods and its parameters see the Docmenta Plug-
in JavaDoc documentation.

The next sections describe how to add menu items, dialogs and tabs to the user interface of
Docmenta. Furthermore the sections give a general introduction in using the Plug-in API.
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Chapter 3.  Plug- in API

3.2. Adding menu items
As a simple example we'll add a menu item to the context menu of the product-tree. When
the user clicks on the menu item, a message box showing the text "Hello World!" shall be
opened.

The label of the menu item shall be "Show Hello". Additionally, an icon shall be displayed on
the left side of the label as shown in the following example:

Figure 3.2. Menu item example

As the text displayed in the user interface should depend on the user interface language, we'll
add the phrases "Show Hello" and "Hello World!" as properties to the locale.properties
file (see Chapter 2, Creating a plug-in package):

my_plugin.description = A simple Hello World Plug-in
my_plugin.show_hello = Show Hello
my_plugin.hello_world = Hello World!

Listing 3.7. locale.properties (hello world example)

To avoid naming conflicts with other plug-ins, any added property name in locale.prop-
erties should start with the plug-in identifier followed by a dot (here: my_plugin.).

By adding the text phrases to the locale.properties file, we can later on provide trans-
lations of these text phrases for different user interface languages. For example, to support
the German language, you just need to add a file named locale_de.properties to the
plugin package that contains the German translations of the phrases:

my_plugin.description = Ein einfaches Hallo Welt Plug-in
my_plugin.show_hello = Zeige Hallo
my_plugin.hello_world = Hallo Welt!

Listing 3.8. locale_de.properties (hello world example)

The next step is to create the plugin implementation by extending the class
org.docma.plugin.web.DefaultWebPlugin and overwriting the onInitMainWin-
dow() method:

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

package myexample;
 
import org.docma.plugin.*;
import org.docma.plugin.web.*;
 
public class MyMenuPlugin extends DefaultWebPlugin {
 
    static final String MY_ITEM_ID = "my_plugin_menu_item";
 
    @Override
    public void onInitMainWindow(WebPluginContext ctx, 
                                 WebUserSession sess) 
    {
        String item_label = sess.getLabel("my_plugin.show_hello");
        String icon_url = "plugins/my_plugin/images/my_icon.png";
        sess.addMenuItem(ctx, "treemenu", MY_ITEM_ID, item_label,
                         icon_url, null, false);
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Chapter 3.  Plug- in API

18 
19 

    }
}

Listing 3.9. MyMenuPlugin.java

The first operation in onInitMainWindow()retrieves the item text by calling the method
getLabel() on the WebUserSession instance. The method getLabel() returns the
string for the passed property name (here: "my_plugin.show_hello"). The property name
can be any property defined in locale.properties. The menu item is created by calling
the method addMenuItem(). The signature of this method is:

void addMenuItem(WebPluginContext ctx, String parentMenuId, 
                 String itemId, String title, String iconUrl, 
                 String neighbourId, boolean insertBefore);

Following a description of the parameters:

ctx

The first parameter is of type WebPluginContext and defines the owner of the
new menu item.

parentMenuId

The parameter parentMenuId identifies an existing menu, where the item shall
be inserted as sub-element. Following table lists the predefined menus that exist
in Docmenta:

Menu ID Description

contentmenu The toolbar menu.

treemenu The context menu of the prod-
uct-tree.

treemenuPaste The sub-menu "Paste" in the con-
text-menu of the product-tree.

treemenuExtra The sub-menu "Extra" in the con-
text-menu of the product-tree.

In the example above, the string "treemenu" is passed as parent menu identi-
fier, i.e. the menu item is inserted in the context menu of the product-tree.

itemId

The parameter itemId defines the identifier of the new menu item. This has
to be a string that uniquely identifies the menu item within the complete user
interface. To avoid naming conflicts (e.g. with other plug-ins), it is recommended
to include the plug-in identifier as prefix of the item identifier. In the example
above the identifier "my_plugin_menu_item" has been chosen.

title

The displayed label of the menu item.

iconUrl

The relative URL of the icon that shall be displayed next to the label. The URL
has to be relative to the web-application root. In the example above, the URL
has been set to "plugins/my_plugin/images/my_icon.png", i.e. an image
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Chapter 3.  Plug- in API

named my_icon.png has to be placed in the plug-in package in the sub-folder
web/plugins/my_plugin/images.

neighbourId

The parameter neighbourId defines an existing menu entry on the same level
where the new item shall be inserted. If null is passed, then the new item is
added as last element.

insertBefore

The parameter insertBefore defines whether the new item shall be inserted
before or after the entry that is identified by the parameter neighbourId. If
neighbourId is null, then this parameter has no effect.

You can now create a zip package and install the plugin as described in Chapter 2, Creating
a plug-in package. The content of the package should be as follows:

Figure 3.3. Package structure of menu plug-in

Until now the plug-in just adds a "Show Hello" menu item as last entry to the context menu:

Figure 3.4. Menu item added as last entry of the context menu

If you click on the menu item, nothing happens. To introduce some functionality we have to
be able to react on user interface (UI) events. The following extended version of the listing
above adds a listener for UI events to the plug-in. The line numbers of the added lines are
highlighted:

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

7 

8 
9 
10 

package myexample;
 
import org.docma.plugin.*;
import org.docma.plugin.web.*;
 
public class MyMenuPlugin extends DefaultWebPlugin 

                          implements UIListener { 

 
    static final String MY_ITEM_ID = "my_plugin_menu_item";
 

13
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11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

19 

20 
21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

    @Override
    public void onInitMainWindow(WebPluginContext ctx, 
                                 WebUserSession sess) 
    {
        String item_label = sess.getLabel("my_plugin.show_hello");
        String icon_url = "plugins/my_plugin/images/my_icon.png";
        sess.addMenuItem(ctx, "treemenu", MY_ITEM_ID, item_label, 
                         icon_url, null, false);

        sess.setUIListener(ctx, this); 

    }
 

    @Override                                

    public void onEvent(UIEvent evt)         

    {                                        

        String targetId = evt.getTargetId(); 

        if (MY_ITEM_ID.equals(targetId) && evt.isClick()) {      

            WebUserSession sess = evt.getSession();              

            String msg = sess.getLabel("my_plugin.hello_world"); 

            sess.showMessage(msg);                               

        }  

    }      

}
Listing 3.10. MyMenuPlugin.java (extended)

In the Docmenta Plug-in API a listener for UI events can be any object that implements the
org.docma.plugin.web.UIListener interface. In the listing above, the plug-in itself is
defined as UI listener. This is done by adding implements UIListener to the class dec-
laration. Furthermore, for the implementation of the UIListener interface, the method on-
Event(UIEvent evt) has been added. Finally, the plug-in instance needs to be registered
as listener for UI events. In the listing above this is done by the line sess.setUIListen-
er(ctx, this).

The onEvent() method contains the code that reacts on UI events. All event data can
be retrieved from the object that is passed in the parameter evt. In our example, the first
operation is to check if the event is caused by the menu item with identifier "my_plug-
in_menu_item". As you might guess, the expression evt.getTargetId() returns the
identifier of the component that received the event. This check is necessary, because all UI
components that are added by the same plug-in share the same listener, i.e. the listener that
has been registered by the setUIListener() method.

Additionally it is checked if the event is actually a click event. This is done by including the
expression evt.isClick() in the condition. Checking the event type should always be
done, because the same component could receive events of different types. For example,
a button could receive click- and focus-events. But an action should probably be executed,
only if the click-event is received. Also be aware that new event types might be added with
newer versions of Docmenta. Your plug-in should be prepared for this.

Finally, if a click-event for the added menu item has been detected, the text to be displayed in
the message box is retrieved from the locale.properties file. This is done by the expres-
sion sess.getLabel("my_plugin.hello_world"). As you can see, the WebUserS-
ession instance can be retrieved from the UIEvent instance through the getSession()
method. The text is then displayed in a message box by calling the utility method showMes-
sage().
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When you install the plug-in and click on the "Show Hello" menu item, a message box similar
to the following should be shown:

Figure 3.5. Hello World message box

Define menu item position

In the example above, the new menu item is just added as last element to the menu. The
Plug-in API provides more options where to add a new menu entry. If you want the new
item to be added as first entry in the menu, then you have to pass the value true for the
insertBefore argument (and keep the null value for the neighbourId argument). In
other words, the addMenuItem() call has to be changed as follows:

sess.addMenuItem(ctx, "treemenu", MY_ITEM_ID, item_label,
                 icon_url, null, true);

You can also insert a new menu item before or after an existing menu entry. For this you
have to pass the identifier of the existing entry in the neighbourId parameter. Following il-
lustration shows all identifiers of the existing entries in the standard Docmenta context menu.

Figure 3.6. Context menu identifiers

The identifiers of the entries in the toolbar menu are shown in the following illustration:
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Figure 3.7. Toolbar menu identifiers

For example, to insert the menu item before the "Extra" sub-menu, the addMenuItem()
call has to be changed as follows:

sess.addMenuItem(ctx, "treemenu", MY_ITEM_ID, item_label,
                 icon_url, "treemenuExtra", true);

Adding a separator

To add a separator line between your menu item and the "Extra" entry, following code can
be used:

sess.addMenuItem(ctx, "treemenu", MY_ITEM_ID, item_label,
                 icon_url, "treemenuExtra", true);
sess.addMenuSeparator(ctx, "treemenu", "my_plugin_separator", 
                      "treemenuExtra", true);

The method addMenuSeparator() works the same way as addMenuItem(), except that
it does not require the parameters for the label and icon. In the example above, the identifier
"my_plugin_separator" is used for the separator. The result should be as follows:

Figure 3.8. Menu separator example

Adding a sub-menu

You can also create your own sub-menu as shown in the following example:

final String SUBMENU_ID = "my_plugin_submenu";
String submenu_label = sess.getLabel("my_plugin.submenu_label");
sess.addSubMenu(ctx, "treemenu", SUBMENU_ID, submenu_label,
                null, "treemenuExtra", true);
sess.addMenuItem(ctx, SUBMENU_ID, MY_ITEM_ID, item_label,
                 icon_url, null, false);

The first line stores the identifier to be used for the new sub-menu in the constant SUB-
MENU_ID. The second line retrieves the label for the new sub-menu and stores it in the
variable submenu_label. Then the sub-menu is inserted before the "Extra" entry in the
context menu by calling the addSubMenu() method. The identifier of the new sub-menu
(SUBMENU_ID) is then passed as parentMenuId argument in the following call to addMe-
nuItem(). This way the new item is inserted as child entry in the previously added sub-
menu. Assuming that you have added following line to locale.properties,
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my_plugin.submenu_label = My Submenu

Listing 3.11.

the result should be as follows:

Figure 3.9. Sub-menu example

Enabling and disabling menu items

Sometimes you might want to enable or disable menu items, depending on which nodes are
currently selected in the product-tree. The Plug-in API provides a possibility to update menu
items just before a menu is opened. Every time a menu is opened, an "onOpen" event is sent
to the registered UI listener (just before the menu is displayed). This allows the UI listener to
update the menu items before the items are rendered on the screen.

If the context menu of the product-tree is opened, then an "onOpen" event occurs with the
target identifier "treemenu". If the toolbar menu is opened, then an "onOpen" event occurs
with the target identifier "contentmenu". Note that an "onOpen" event only occurs for the
root menus, but not for sub-menus.

As an example, following implementation of the onEvent() method enables our context
menu item, only if a single node is selected. Otherwise the menu item is disabled.

    @Override
    public void onEvent(UIEvent evt) 
    {
        WebUserSession sess = evt.getSession();
        String targetId = evt.getTargetId();
        if (("treemenu".equals(targetId)) && evt.isOpen()) {
            int cnt = sess.selectedNodesCount();
            sess.setMenuDisabled(MY_ITEM_ID, cnt != 1);
        } else if (MY_ITEM_ID.equals(targetId) && evt.isClick()) {
            String msg = sess.getLabel("my_plugin.hello_world");
            sess.showMessage(msg);
        }
    }

In the example above the occurance of an "onOpen" event is determined with the expres-
sion evt.isOpen(). The method isOpen() returns true if the event name is "onOpen",
otherwise it returns false. Therefore isOpen() is just a shortcut for evt.getName.equal-
s("onOpen").

The number of currently selected product-tree nodes is returned by the method select-
edNodesCount() and stored in the variable cnt. Afterwards, the menu item is disabled or
enabled by the expression sess.setMenuDisabled(MY_ITEM_ID, cnt != 1). The
first argument (MY_ITEM_ID) defines the menu item. The boolean value that is passed as
second argument determines whether the item shall be disabled (true) or enabled (false).
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As you might guess, as long as a menu item is disabled, clicking on the item does not cause
any "onClick" event, i.e. in the example above, no message box is shown when clicking on
the disabled item.

Hiding menu items

Instead of disabling a menu item, an item could also be completely hidden. This can be done
by calling the method setMenuVisible().

Updating menu items

The label and icon of a menu item can be changed after the item has been created, by calling
the method setMenuLabel() or setMenuImage(), respectively.

Checkbox menu items

A menu item can also provide the functionality of a checkbox. In this case, instead of the
icon a checkbox is shown next to the label. Following listing shows an example of adding a
checkbox item to the context menu.

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 

package myexample;
 
import org.docma.plugin.*;
import org.docma.plugin.web.*;
 
public class MyMenuPlugin extends DefaultWebPlugin 
                          implements UIListener {
 
    static final String MY_ITEM_ID = "my_plugin_menu_item";
    
    @Override
    public void onInitMainWindow(WebPluginContext ctx, 
                                 WebUserSession sess) 
    {
        String item_label = sess.getLabel("my_plugin.show_hello");
        sess.addMenuItem(ctx, "treemenu", MY_ITEM_ID, item_label,
                         null, "treemenuExtra", true);
        sess.setMenuCheckbox(MY_ITEM_ID, true);
        sess.setMenuChecked(MY_ITEM_ID, false);
        sess.setUIListener(ctx, this);
    }
 
    @Override
    public void onEvent(UIEvent evt) 
    {
        if (MY_ITEM_ID.equals(evt.getTargetId()) && evt.isClick()) {
            WebUserSession sess = evt.getSession();
            boolean state = sess.isMenuChecked(MY_ITEM_ID);
            sess.setMenuChecked(MY_ITEM_ID, !state);
        }
    }
}

Listing 3.12. MyMenuPlugin.java (checkbox example)

In the onInitMainWindow() method, a new item is added by calling addMenuItem() the
same way as in the previous examples, except that this time the value null is passed in the
parameter iconUrl. The expression sess.setMenuCheckbox(my_item_id, true)
in the next line defines the item to be a checkbox-item. The second parameter of set-
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MenuCheckbox() defines whether the item shall be rendered as normal menu item (false)
or as a checkbox-item (true). Finally, the state of the checkbox is set by the expression
sess.setMenuChecked(my_item_id, false), i.e. the initial state of the checkbox is
unchecked.

In the onEvent() method, the state of the checkbox is then toggled. This is achieved by
retrieving the current state of the checkbox via

    boolean state = sess.isMenuChecked(my_item_id);

and setting the negated value via

    sess.setMenuChecked(my_item_id, !state);

The result is that every time the user clicks on the menu item, the checkbox switches between
checked and unchecked:

Figure 3.10. Checkbox menu item

3.3. Adding a dialog
The Docmenta Plug-in API allows developers to add custom dialogs. For example, your plug-
in might need some configuration for which you might want to provide a configuration dialog.

There are basically two solutions to display a custom dialog:

1. Open a new browser window using plain JavaScript.

2. Open a dialog using the ZK framework (http://www.zkoss.org).

3.3.1. Plain JavaScript Dialogs
For the first solution, the class WebUserSession provides a method named eval-
JavaScript. This method allows to send JavaScript code to the client. For example, as-
suming that the variable sess contains an instance of WebUserSession, following code
can be used to open a custom dialog:

String sessId = sess.getSessionId();
String js = "window.open('plugins/my_plugin/my_dialog.jsp?docsess=" + 
            sessId + "', '_blank','width=640,height=500,resizable=yes," +
            "scrollbars=yes,location=no,menubar=no,status=no');";
sess.evalJavaScript(js);

The code opens the JSP page named my_dialog.jsp in a new browser window (this
assumes that the JSP page is included in the plug-in package). Note that the session ID is
passed as URL parameter named docsess. This is required in case the Plug-in API needs
to be accessed from within the JSP page. More information on how to access the Docmenta
Plug-in API from a JSP page can be found in Section 3.5, “JSP integration”.
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3.3.2. ZK Dialogs
The second solution utilizes the UI framework that is used by Docmenta to create the web
interface. It requires some knowledge of the ZK framework. In short, ZK is an Open Source
framework for creating web interfaces in Java. In principle you can create a web interface
in ZK without having to know the details of HTML or JavaScript. Following example gives a
short introduction on how to use the ZK framework. More information can be found on the
ZK homepage [http://www.zkoss.org].

As an example, we'll add a configuration dialog to the plug-in, which has been created in
Section 3.2, “Adding menu items”. The dialog shall allow to configure the text to be displayed
in the "Hello World" message box. In more detail: the dialog shall contain a text box where
the user can enter some text, and a "Save" as well as a "Cancel" button.

In ZK the user interface is defined in an XML-based language named ZUML (ZK User Inter-
face Markup Language). It is similar to HTML, but has some more advanced features for
defining interactive user interfaces. Following ZUML code defines our configuration dialog:

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 

<window id="my_plugin_config_dialog" 
        title="${labels.my_plugin.config_dialog_title}" 
        border="normal" 
        width="460px" 
        contentStyle="padding:10px;"
        visible="false" 
        sizable="false" 
        closable="true" 
        onClose="self.visible = false; event.stopPropagation();"
        apply="myexample.MyDialogComposer" > 
  <caption>
    <toolbarbutton id="config_help_btn" 
                   label="${labels.my_plugin.help_btn}" />
  </caption>
 
  <vbox spacing="6px" width="100%" align="stretch">
    <hbox align="center">
      <label>${labels.my_plugin.config_message_label}:</label>
      <textbox id="config_textbox" maxlength="100" hflex="1" />
    </hbox>
    <hbox spacing="4px">
      <button id="config_save_btn" 
              label="${labels.my_plugin.save_btn}" 
              image="img/save.gif" 
              hflex="1" />
      <button id="config_cancel_btn" 
              label="${labels.my_plugin.cancel_btn}" 
              image="img/cancel.gif" 
              hflex="1" />
    </hbox>
  </vbox>
</window>

Listing 3.13. my_config_dialog.zul

Following a short description of the elements. For further information, please consult the
ZUML documentation on http://www.zkoss.org.
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The window element

In ZUML, popup windows can be created using the window element. In our example, the
window gets the ID "my_plugin_config_dialog". Note that the IDs of windows have to
be unique within the Docmenta application. To avoid naming conflicts it is therefore a good
idea to include the plug-in ID as prefix. Furthermore the code above provides a title for the
dialog via the title attribute. As the title may be language dependent, the title is loaded as
property named "my_plugin.config_dialog_title" from the locale.properties
file. To read a property value from locale.properties the notation ${labels.name}
can be used in ZUML (where name is the name of the property to be retrieved).

The attribute border="normal" just sets the default border to be used for the window.
The width attribute defines the width of the dialog. Note that no height is specified here, as
the height shall be automatically determined from the content. The contentStyle attribute
allows to set some custom CSS to be applied to the content. In our example, a padding of
10 pixels is defined, i.e. 10 pixels of space will be inserted between the border of the window
and the content of the window.

The attribute visible can be used to show or hide a window. Because our dialog shall only
pop up if user clicks on the configuration button of our plug-in, the dialog is set to be initially
hidden (i.e. visible="false"). The attribute sizable="false" disables resizing of the
window by the user.

The attribute closable="true" has the effect that a close-button is shown in the top-right
corner of the window:

Figure 3.11. Close button in the title-bar of the dialog

In our example, the close-button shall just close the dialog without saving the user-input,
i.e. it shall have the same effect as clicking the "Cancel" button. The attribute onClose
allows to define the action to be performed when the user clicks on the close-button. In
ZUML a special script language is available that allows to include scripts within ZUML. In our
example, the script "self.visible = false;" hides the window, if user clicks on the
close-button. Furthermore, the statement "event.stopPropagation();" prevents the
"onClose" event to be further propagated to the default event handler. This is required in our
example, because the default event handler completely destroys the window instance. But
we want to reuse the window instance in case the user opens and closes the dialog multiple
times within a session.

Finally, the attribute apply defines a custom Java class that implements the dynamic part
of the dialog. The code for the class myexample.MyDialogComposer is shown below.

The caption element

A window can optionaly contain a caption element. The caption element allows to add
buttons to the title bar of a window. In our example, a toolbarbutton element with ID
"config_help_btn" is added to the window's title bar. A toolbarbutton is like a normal
button, but requires less space, because it is rendered without the border of a normal button.
The button shall provide a link to the online-help of the plug-in.
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Figure 3.12. Help button in the title-bar of the dialog

As for the window title, the button's label is retrieved as property named my_plug-
in.help_btn from the locale.properties file.

Defining the layout using vbox and hbox

The elements that follow the caption element define the content of the window. In our
example, a vbox element is the root of the content. A vbox element aligns its child-elements
vertically, whereas a hbox element aligns its child-elements horizontally. In our example,
the vbox element contains two hbox elements. Therefore, our layout consists of two rows,
each row containing elements that are horizontally aligned.

The spacing attribute defines the space to be inserted between child-elements. The at-
tribute width="100%" assures that the vbox element fills the complete width of the dialog
(otherwise the width of the vbox would be determined from the preferred width of the child-
elements). The attribute align="stretch" has the effect, that the width of the child-ele-
ments is stretched to the complete width of the vbox.

The attribute align="center" of the hbox element has the effect, that in case the child-
elements do not have the same height, then the child-elements are centered vertically.

Defining the input fields using label, textbox and button

The first row of our layout contains a label and a textbox element. In ZUML the label
element is used to display static text. In our example, the text to be displayed is again re-
trieved from the locale.properties file, by using the notation ${labels.name}, where
name is the name of the property to be retrieved.

The textbox element represents a input field where the user can enter text. The optional
attribute maxlength defines the maximum number of characters that the user is allowed to
enter. The attribute hflex defines how the horizontal space is partitioned between the child-
elements. If an element has no hflex attribute, then the size of the element is determined
by its content. However, if the parent-element has more horizontal space available than the
sum of the preferred widths of the child-elements, then the extra space is divided up between
all child-elements. The hflex attribute allows to assign a weight to the child-element, that
determines how much of the extra space shall be assigned to the child-element. In our ex-
ample, because the label element has no hflex attribute, and the textbox element has the
attribute hflex="1", the complete extra space will be assigned to the textbox.

The second row contains the "Okay" and "Cancel" buttons. The labels for both buttons are
again retrieved from the locale.properties file by using the ${labels.name} notation.
Furthermore, the attribute image defines images to be displayed in front of the labels. Note
that the image URLs "img/save.gif" and "img/cancel.gif" reference images that
are included in the Docmenta installation by default. Therefore these images do not have to
be included in the plug-in package.

The width of the buttons is defined by the hflex="1" attribute. Because both buttons get
the same weight, any extra space will be divided up between both buttons equally.

Assuming that following lines have been added to locale.properties:
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my_plugin.config_dialog_title = My Configuration
my_plugin.help_btn = Help
my_plugin.save_btn = Save
my_plugin.cancel_btn = Cancel
my_plugin.config_message_label = Enter your text:

Listing 3.14. Lines added to locale.properties

the resulting dialog should be similar to following:

Figure 3.13. Configuration dialog example

But before we can test the ZUML code, two more things have to be done: we have to imple-
ment the composer class myexample.MyDialogComposer, and we have to include the
dialog in our plug-in implementation.

Implementing a Composer

In the ZUML code above, a Java class named myexample.MyDialogComposer is ref-
erenced by the window element. In ZK a so-called composer initializes components. In
our example, we use a composer to initialize the dialog. A composer has to implement the
org.zkoss.zk.ui.util.Composer interface. ZK already provides an implementation
of this interface, named org.zkoss.zk.ui.select.SelectorComposer. This class al-
lows using Java annotations, to wire the elements in a ZUML page with the Java code. Fol-
lowing listing shows the implementation of our composer that extends from the Selector-
Composer class:

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

package myexample;
 
import org.zkoss.util.resource.Labels;
import org.zkoss.zk.ui.Component;
import org.zkoss.zk.ui.select.SelectorComposer;
import org.zkoss.zk.ui.select.annotation.*;
import org.zkoss.zk.ui.util.Clients;
import org.zkoss.zul.*;
 
public class MyDialogComposer extends SelectorComposer<Component> {
 
    private MyMenuPlugin plugin;
    @Wire   Window       my_plugin_config_dialog;
    @Wire   Textbox      config_textbox;
 
    public void openDialog(MyMenuPlugin plugin) 
    {
        this.plugin = plugin;
        config_textbox.setValue(plugin.getMessage());
        my_plugin_config_dialog.doHighlighted();
    }
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23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

    @Listen("onClick = #config_save_btn")
    public void onOkayClick() throws Exception 
    {
        plugin.setMessage(config_textbox.getValue());
        my_plugin_config_dialog.setVisible(false);
    }
 
    @Listen("onClick = #config_cancel_btn")
    public void onCancelClick() 
    {
        my_plugin_config_dialog.setVisible(false);
    }
    
    @Listen("onClick = #config_help_btn")
    public void onHelpClick() 
    {
        String help_url = Labels.getLabel("my_plugin.help_url");
        String js = "window.open('" + help_url + "', '_blank', " +
          "'width=850,height=600,resizable=yes,scrollbars=yes," +
          "location=yes,menubar=yes,status=yes');";
        Clients.evalJavaScript(js);
    }
}

Listing 3.15. MyDialogComposer.java

The class extends from SelectorComposer to allow usage of the @Wire and @Listen an-
notations. Note that also the classes from the org.zkoss.zk.ui.select.annotation
package have to be imported. For every type of element in ZUML, a equally named Java
class exists in the org.zkoss.zul package. For example, for the <textbox /> element
in ZUML, a corresponding class org.zkoss.zul.Textbox exists.

In our example, we have to access the dialog-window and the textbox from within Java.
Therefore the two member fields my_plugin_config_dialog and config_textbox ex-
ist. As you can see, the name of the member fields is equal to the id attribute that has been
assigned in the ZUML file (my_config_dialog.zul). The @Wire annotation initializes a
Java member field with the object that represents the element in the ZUML page, i.e. the
element that has an id attribute value equal to the name of the member field.

 In the ZUML page of our dialog, the attribute visible="false" has been added to the
<window /> element. That means, our dialog is closed by default. Therefore we have to
provide a method that allows us to open the dialog. As you might guess, this is done by the
method openDialog().  The org.zkoss.zul.Window element provides several meth-
ods to make a window visible. You could just call the method setVisible(true). Howev-
er, our window shall be displayed as a modal dialog, i.e. the Docmenta main window shall not
be accessible until our plug-in dialog is closed again. To achieve this, the method doHigh-
lighted() is called instead of setVisible(true). Please consult the ZK documentation
for more information.

Before the dialog is opened, the textbox needs to be initialized with the current configuration
setting. To retrieve the currently configured message, our plug-in will be extended with a
method named getMessage(). Furthermore, the class org.zkoss.zul.Textbox pro-
vides a method named setValue() to initialize the input field.

The next three methods, onOkayClick(), onCancelClick() and onHelpClick() are
event handlers. That means, these methods are called if certain events occur. Which kind
of event causes a method call is defined by the @Listen annotation. For example, the an-
notation @Listen("onClick = #config_save_btn"), causes a method call, in case
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an "onClick" event occurs for the element with id attribute "config_save_btn". Simply
said, the onOkayClick() method is called, if the user clicks on the "Okay" button, the
onCancelClick() method is called, if user clicks on the "Cancel" button and the on-
HelpClick() method is called, if user clicks on the "Help" button (in the window's title bar).

If the user clicks on the "Okay" button, then the entered text has to be stored as the
new configuration setting. This is done by the statement plugin.setMessage(con-
fig_textbox.getValue()). Note that the method setMessage() still needs to be
added to our plug-in (see below). The expression config_textbox.getValue() returns
the text that is currently contained in the input field of the dialog. The statement my_plug-
in_config_dialog.setVisible(false) finally closes the dialog.

The method onCancelClick() just closes the dialog (without changing the configuration
setting).

The method onHelpClick() opens a help page, by sending a "window.open(...)"
JavaScript command to the client browser. Note that the URL of the help page is retrieved
as property "my_plugin.help_url" from the locale.properties file (i.e. you have
to add a corresponding line to this file and include the referenced help file in the plug-in
package).

Extending the Plug-in class

Now, we have to add the getMessage() and setMessage() methods to our plug-in class,
i.e. the methods that are used in MyDialogComposer.java to read and write the config-
ured message. Furthermore, we have to overwrite the onLoad() method, to load the con-
figured message on server start-up, and the onShowConfigDialog() method, to open the
configuration dialog. Following listing shows the extended version of the plug-in. The line-
numbers of the added and changed lines are highlighted:

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

package myexample;
 
import java.io.*;
import org.docma.plugin.*;
import org.docma.plugin.web.*;
import org.zkoss.zul.Window;
 
public class MyMenuPlugin extends DefaultWebPlugin 
                          implements UIListener 
{
    static final String MY_ITEM_ID = "my_plugin_menu_item";
 

    private MyDialogComposer dialog_composer;  

    private File config_file;                  

    private String message = "";               

                                               

    public String getMessage()                 

    {                                          

        return this.message;                   

    }                                          

                                                            

    public void setMessage(String msg) throws IOException   

    {                                                       

        this.message = msg;                                 
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25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 

72 

73 
74 
75 

        FileWriter out = new FileWriter(this.config_file);  

        out.write(msg);                                     

        out.close();                                        

    }                                                       

                                                            

    @Override                                               

    public void onLoad(PluginContext ctx) throws Exception  

    {                                                       

        File dir = ctx.getPluginDirectory();                

        this.config_file = new File(dir, "config.txt");     

        if (this.config_file.exists()) {                    

            BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(         

                                new FileReader(this.config_file));

            this.message = in.readLine();                   

            in.close();                                     

        }                                                   

    }                                                       

                                                            

    @Override                                               

    public void onShowConfigDialog(WebPluginContext ctx,    

                                   WebUserSession sess)     

    {                                                       

        this.dialog_composer.openDialog(this);              

    }                                                       

 
    @Override
    public void onInitMainWindow(WebPluginContext ctx, 
                                 WebUserSession sess) 
    {
        String item_label = sess.getLabel("my_plugin.show_hello");
        String icon_url = "plugins/my_plugin/images/my_icon.png";
        sess.addMenuItem(ctx, "treemenu", MY_ITEM_ID, item_label,
                         icon_url, "treemenuExtra", true);
        sess.setUIListener(ctx, this);

        String windowId =                                           

          sess.addDialog("plugins/my_plugin/my_config_dialog.zul"); 

        Window dialog = (Window) sess.getDialog(windowId);          

        this.dialog_composer =                                      

          (MyDialogComposer) dialog.getAttribute("$composer");      

    }
 
    @Override
    public void onEvent(UIEvent evt) 
    {
        WebUserSession sess = evt.getSession();
        String targetId = evt.getTargetId();
        if (MY_ITEM_ID.equals(targetId) && evt.isClick()) {

            sess.showMessage(this.message);                     

        }
    }
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76 }
Listing 3.16. MyMenuPlugin.java (configuration dialog extensions)

A member field named message has been added to the plug-in, which stores the config-
ured message. The method getMessage() just returns the value of this field. The method
setMessage() is a little bit more complicated, because it also has to write the message to
a file. Otherwise the configuration setting would be lost on server restart.

The path of the file that is used to store the configured message is given in the member field
config_file. This field is initialized in the plug-in's onLoad() method (see Section 3.1,
“Lifecycle methods”). The configuration file is named "config.txt" and is stored in the
directory returned by the expression ctx.getPluginDirectory(). In Docmenta all in-
stalled plug-ins are stored in the sub-directory named "plugins" in the document-store
directory. For each installed plug-in a separate sub-directory exists, which is called the "Plug-
in directory". This directory contains the installed plug-in package. If a new version of Doc-
menta is installed, then all previously installed plug-ins are restored from this directory. This
directory can also be used by the plug-in, to store any kind of data, e.g. configuration set-
tings. A plug-in can retrieve the path to this directory from the org.docma.plugin.Plug-
inContext instance by calling the method getPluginDirectory().

Besides initializing the member field config_file, the method onLoad() also sets the
member field message to the content of the configuration file. This way, on server restart
the configured message does not get lost.

The implementation of the lifecycle method onShowConfigDialog() is quite simple: it just
calls the method openDialog() of the composer instance (see MyDialogComposer.ja-
va above). The composer instance is stored in the member field dialog_composer, which
is initialized in the lifecycle method onInitMainWindow().

The method onInitMainWindow() is similar to the previous version of the example plug-
in. The only differences are some added lines for the configuration dialog. First, our configu-
ration dialog is added to the web-interface of the current session by calling the method ad-
dDialog() and passing the path to the dialog's ZUML file. The method returns the id of the
root element in the passed ZUML file (in our example this is "my_plugin_config_dia-
log"). Then, the expression sess.getDialog(windowId) retrieves the instance of the
root element, i.e. in our example an instance of org.zkoss.zul.Window. Finally, the ex-
pression dialog.getAttribute("$composer") retrieves the composer instance that
has been declared for the window in the ZUML file (via the apply attribute). The method
getAttribute() is provided by ZK for all components. By convention, the attribute named
"$composer" stores the composer that is assigned to the component.

The method onEvent() is identical to the previous version of the plug-in, except that the
message to be displayed is no longer retrieved from locale.properties, but from the
member field message.

The plugin.properties file

Before we can package and install the plug-in, we have to update the plugin.properties
file as follows:
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id=my_plugin
version=1.0
plugin_class=myexample.MyMenuPlugin
required_app_version = 1.9
load_type = next_startup
config_dialog = true
keep_files = config.txt

Listing 3.17.

As you can see, two lines have been added: The line "config_dialog = true" has the
effect that after the plug-in has been loaded, a configuration button will be displayed, as
shown in following screenshot:

Figure 3.14. Plug-in configuration button

If the user clicks the configuration button, the plug-in's onShowConfigDialog() method
is called.

The line "keep_files = config.txt" has the effect, that in case a newer version of the
plug-in is installed, the file named config.txt in the Plug-in directory is not deleted, i.e.
the configuration settings of the old version is reused for the new version. This avoids that
the user has to re-enter all the configuration settings in case the plug-in is upgraded. The
value of the keep_files property can be a list of relative file paths. All the file paths have
to be given relative to the Plug-in directory.

We can now create a zip package and install the plugin as described in Chapter 2, Creating
a plug-in package. The content of the package should be as follows:

Figure 3.15. Package structure of the dialog plug-in

Testing the plug-in

After installation of the plug-in, the plug-in control should display a "Configure" button (see
Figure 3.14, “Plug-in configuration button”). Clicking this button opens our configuration di-
alog:
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Figure 3.16. The plug-in configuration dialog

To update the plug-in configuration, enter a text and click the "Save" button. The entered
text should now be stored in the config.txt file in the plug-in directory. After the plug-in
has been configured, clicking the "Hello World" menu item displays the configured text.

Be aware that in our example only one plug-in configuration exists for all users. That means, if
one user (with administrator rights) changes the plug-in configuration, all users are affected.
However, if a plug-in needs to store user-specific settings, this can be realized as shown in
Section 3.4, “Adding a tab”.

3.4. Adding a tab
A plug-in can add new tabs to the user interface. Currently the plug-in API allows to add
tabs to

• the user profile dialog

• the publishing workspace

• the administration workspace

To add a new tab at one of these positions, the org.docma.plugin.web.WebUserSes-
sion interface provides the methods:

• addUserTab

• addPublishingTab

• addAdminTab

In Section 3.3, “Adding a dialog” we have added a configuration dialog to our plug-in that
allows to configure the text to be displayed in the "Hello World" message box. This configu-
ration affects all users, as the configured text is stored in a file within the plug-in directory
(which is the same for all users). As an example of adding a tab, we will change the plug-
in and store the configured text as a user property. For this we will add a new tab to the
user profile dialog.

In Docmenta a user can configure user-specific settings by clicking the user profile button:

This opens the user profile dialog:
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Figure 3.17. The user profile dialog

By default, the user profile dialog contains two tabs: "General" and "Groups". In our example
we want to insert an additional tab that allows to configure the user-specific text to be dis-
played in the "Hello World" message box. Therefore the content of the tab shall just contain
an input box and a label. As the tab is part of the ZK user interface, the content of the tab
has to be defined in the ZK User Interface Markup Language (ZUML). Detailed information
on this language can be found on the ZK homepage [http://www.zkoss.org]. Following the
ZUML file that defines the content of our tab:

1 
2 
3 
4 

<hbox align="center">
  <label>${labels.my_plugin.config_message_label}:</label>
  <textbox id="my_plugin_message_textbox" maxlength="100" hflex="1" />
</hbox>

Listing 3.18. my_user_tab.zul

For a description of the hbox, label and textbox elements see the example given in
Section 3.3, “Adding a dialog”.

Extending the Plug-in class

Now, we extend the example plug-in already described in Section 3.2, “Adding menu items”.
The extended plug-in shall add a tab to the user profile dialog. The added tab shall display
the elements defined in the my_user_tab.zul file shown above. When the user closes
the user profile dialog, the text that has been entered in the tab's text box shall be stored
as user-specific property. Following listing shows the extended plug-in. The line-numbers of
the added and changed lines are highlighted:

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

package myexample;
 
import org.docma.plugin.web.*;
import org.zkoss.zul.Textbox;
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6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 
54 
55 

56 

57 
58 

public class MyMenuPlugin extends DefaultWebPlugin 
                          implements UIListener 
{
    static final String MY_ITEM_ID = "my_plugin_menu_item";

    static final String MY_TAB_ID = "my_plugin_user_tab";      

    static final String MY_USER_PROP = "my_plugin_message";    

    
    @Override
    public void onInitMainWindow(WebPluginContext ctx, 
                                 WebUserSession sess) 
    {
        // Add context menu item
        String item_label = sess.getLabel("my_plugin.show_hello");
        String icon_url = "plugins/my_plugin/images/my_icon.png";
        sess.addMenuItem(ctx, "treemenu", MY_ITEM_ID, item_label, 
                         icon_url, "treemenuExtra", true);
        

        // Add user dialog tab                                         

        String tab_title = sess.getLabel("my_plugin.user_tab_title");  

        sess.addUserTab(ctx, MY_TAB_ID, tab_title, -1,                 

                        "plugins/my_plugin/my_user_tab.zul");          

        
        sess.setUIListener(ctx, this);
    }
 
    @Override
    public void onEvent(UIEvent evt) 
    {
        WebUserSession sess = evt.getSession();
        String targetId = evt.getTargetId();

        Textbox box =                                                  

         (Textbox) sess.getTabComponent(MY_TAB_ID,                     

                                        "my_plugin_message_textbox");  

                                                                       

        // User dialog is opened                                       

        if ("UserDialog".equals(targetId) && evt.isOpen()) {           

            // Show currently configured message in textbox            

            box.setValue(getMessage(sess));                            

            return;                                                    

        }                                                              

                                                                       

        // User dialog is closed by clicking the "Okay" button         

        if ("UserDialogOkayBtn".equals(targetId) && evt.isClick()) {   

            // Save the entered text as user property                  

            sess.getUser().setProperty(MY_USER_PROP, box.getValue());  

            return;                                                    

        }                                                              

        
        // Menu item is clicked
        if (MY_ITEM_ID.equals(targetId) && evt.isClick()) {

            sess.showMessage(getMessage(sess));                

        }
    }
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59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

    

    private String getMessage(WebUserSession sess)               

    {                                                            

        String msg = sess.getUser().getProperty(MY_USER_PROP);   

        return (msg == null) ? "" : msg;                         

    }                                                            

}
Listing 3.19. MyMenuPlugin.java (user tab example)

First, two new constants are defined. The My_TAB_ID constant is used as identifier for the
new tab. In the plug-in API each added tab needs a unique identifier. To ensure that the
identifier is unique, it is recommended to use a string that includes the plug-in identifier as
prefix (in our example: "my_plugin").

The MY_USER_PROP constant is the property name of the user property that stores the text
that the user has entered in the text field.

In the onInitMainWindow method two lines are added that insert the new tab to the us-
er-dialog. First, the label of the tab is loaded from the plug-ins's locale.properties file,
by calling sess.getLabel("my_plugin.user_tab_title"). Then the line

sess.addUserTab(ctx, MY_TAB_ID, tab_title, -1, 
                "plugins/my_plugin/my_user_tab.zul");

adds a new tab with identifier MY_TAB_ID to the user-dialog. The third argument is the la-
bel to be displayed (here: tab_title). The fourth argument defines the insert position of
the tab. If the value -1 is passed, then the tab is just added after the extisting tabs. The
last argument defines the path to the ZUML file, in our example, the path to the my_us-
er_tab.zul file.

The main extensions to our plug-in are in the onEvent method. To get our plug-in working
we have to react to following three events:

1. The user opens the user-dialog:
Initialize the input field of the added tab with the value stored in the MY_USER_PROP
user property.

2. The user closes the user-dialog by clicking the "OK" button:
Store the text entered in the input field of the added tab in the MY_USER_PROP user
property.

3. The user clicks the menu item that has been added to the context menu:
Show the text stored in the the MY_USER_PROP user property.

Initializing the input field

In Docmenta, the identifier of the user-dialog is "UserDialog". Events that indicate the
opening of a component have the name "onOpen". Therefore, to identify the event that indi-
cates the opening of the user-dialog, it has to be checked that the event's target identifier
equals "UserDialog" and the event name is "onOpen". Exactly this is done by the follow-
ing expression. Note that evt.isOpen() is just a shortcut for evt.getName().equal-
s("onOpen"):

"UserDialog".equals(targetId) && evt.isOpen()

If the expression is true, then the input field which is identified by the ID "my_plugin_mes-
sage_textbox" needs to be initialized (see the file my_user_tab.zul above). A compo-
nent that is defined in the tab's ZUML file can be retrieved by calling the getTabCompo-
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nent method of the user session. The first argument passed to this method has to be the
identifier of the tab that contains the component (here: MY_TAB_ID). The second argument
has to be the identifier of the component that shall be retrieved. If a component with this ID
exists, then this method returns an object that represents the corresponding ZUML compo-
nent (otherwise null is returned). In the ZK framework the <textbox .../> component
is represented by the Java class org.zkoss.zul.Textbox. More information on ZK can
be found on the ZK homepage [http://www.zkoss.org]. After having retrieved the textbox, the
input field can be filled by calling the the component's setValue method. In our example,
this is done by following line:

box.setValue(getMessage(sess));

This statement fills the input field with the value returned by the getMessage method. The
getMessage method retrieves the current value of the MY_USER_PROP user property.
User properties can be retrieved and set through the getProperty and setProperty
methods of the org.docma.User class. An instance of this class that represents the owner
of the session is returned by the session's getUser method. Therefore, following expression
retrieves the MY_USER_PROP user property:

sess.getUser().getProperty(MY_USER_PROP)

This is all that needs to be done for initializing the tab's input field.

Note: Tab Selection Events

Instead of initializing the input field on opening of the user-dialog, the initialization could
be deferred to the time when user selects the tab, because until then the tab's component
are not visible. For this the if statement that initializes the input field would have to be
changed as follows:

if (MY_TAB_ID.equals(targetId) && evt.isSelect()) {
    box.setValue(getMessage(sess));
    return;
}

Be aware that in this case, the value in the input field must not be stored, unless the tab
has been selected before!

Storing the entered text

When user closes the dialog by clicking the "OK" button, the entered text needs to be stored
as user property. In Docmenta the "OK" button of the user-dialog is identified by the ID
"UserDialogOkayBtn". Therefore, the event that indicates the clicking of the "OK" button
can easily be recognized by the expression

"UserDialogOkayBtn".equals(targetId) && evt.isClick()

The text that is contained in the input field is returned by the getValue method of the
org.zkoss.zul.Textbox component. Therefore, following statement stores the entered
text as user property with name MY_USER_PROP:

sess.getUser().setProperty(MY_USER_PROP, box.getValue())

Reacting on menu item clicks

The code that reacts on menu item clicks is nearly identical to the code given in Section 3.2,
“Adding menu items”, except that this time the displayed text is the value of the user property
MY_USER_PROP, instead of a text retrieved from the locale.properties file:
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sess.showMessage(getMessage(sess))

Creating the plug-in package

Before creating the plug-in package, we have to add the my_plugin.user_tab_title
property to the locale.properties file. Following an example file that could be used for
our plug-in:

my_plugin.description = A simple Hello World Plug-in
my_plugin.show_hello = Show Hello
my_plugin.user_tab_title = Hello

Listing 3.20. locale.properties (user tab example)

We can now create the package as described in Chapter 2, Creating a plug-in package. The
content of the package should be as follows:

Figure 3.18. Package structure of the user tab plug-in

Testing the Plug-in

After installation of the plug-in, the user-dialog should display a "Hello" tab:

Figure 3.19. The 'Hello' tab

The user can select this tab and enter some text. Closing the dialog by clicking "OK" saves
the entered text. Each user can configure his own text, because the text is stored as user
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property. After having configured a text, clicking the "Hello World" menu item opens a mes-
sage box that displays the user-specific text:

Figure 3.20. Message box (user-specific text)

Resizing the user-dialog

You might notice that in Figure 3.19, “The 'Hello' tab”, there is a lot of space between the
input field and the buttons at the bottom of the dialog. This is because the initial size of the
user-dialog is larger than the space required by our components. If you want to avoid this, or
if you need more space than provided by the initial dialog size, then you could insert following
code in the onEvent method:

if (MY_TAB_ID.equals(targetId) && evt.isSelect()) {
    Window win = (Window) sess.getDialog("UserDialog");
    win.invalidate();
}

The if condition

MY_TAB_ID.equals(targetId) && evt.isSelect()

evaluates to true, if the tab identified by MY_TAB_ID receives an "onSelect" event. This
indicates that the user has selected the tab. In this case the method getDialog of the We-
bUserSession object is called, which returns an instance of the org.zkoss.zul.Win-
dow class. This instance represents the dialog identified by the passed ID ("UserDialog").
Invoking the invalidate method of this instance causes the height of the user-dialog to be
adapted to the actual space needed by the components of the selected tab. However, the
width of the dialog is fixed and does not change automatically.

Most of the times it is sufficient to adapt the height and leave the width of the dialog un-
changed. Though, if the width of the dialog needs to be changed as well, then additionally
the setWidth method of the dialog instance has to be called. For example, to adapt the
height of the dialog to fit the height of the visible components and to set a width of 300 pixels,
following code could be used:

if (MY_TAB_ID.equals(targetId) && evt.isSelect()) {
    Window win = (Window) sess.getDialog("UserDialog");
    win.setWidth("300px");
    win.invalidate();
}

This code adapts the width and the height of the user-dialog, as soon as the user selects
the tab.
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3.5. JSP integration
If you add JSP pages to the Docmenta web application, you will most likely need
access to the Plug-in API from within your JSP page. For this a static method
org.docma.plugin.web.WebPluginUtil.getUserSession() exists, which requires
a javax.servlet.ServletContext instance and the user's session ID as parameters.
Following listing shows a minimal JSP page that just outputs the user's login name:

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 

<%@page contentType="text/html" pageEncoding="UTF-8" session="true"
        import="org.docma.plugin.*,org.docma.plugin.web.*"
%><%
    // Note: application is an implicit JSP object (ServletContext)
    String sessId = request.getParameter("docsess");
    WebUserSession sess = 
        WebPluginUtil.getUserSession(application, sessId);
%>
<html>
<body>
Your login name: <%= sess.getUser().getLoginId() %>
</body>
</html>

Listing 3.21. Minimal JSP integration example

Note that the JSP page has to be called with the URL parameter named "docsess", which has
to be set to the session ID as returned by the org.docma.plugin.web.WebUserSes-
sion.getSessionId() method. For an example on opening a JSP page in a new browser
window, see Section 3.3.1, “Plain JavaScript Dialogs”.

3.6. Accessing content
To show the principle of accessing data stored in a product, we implement a plug-in that
allows a user to replace the obsolete <center> tag by the <div> tag for a selected node.
To provide this functionality a new menu item named "Replace <center>" shall be available
in the "Extra" sub-menu. When the user clicks this menu item, the content of the selected
node shall be processed. If the content contains one or more <center>...</center>
tags, then these tags shall be replaced by <div class="centered">...</div> tags.
Following plug-in realizes this functionality:

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

15 

16 

package myexample;
 
import org.docma.plugin.*;
import org.docma.plugin.web.*;
 
public class ReplaceCenterPlugin extends DefaultWebPlugin 
                                 implements UIListener {
 
    private final String my_item_id = "my_plugin_menu_item";
    
    @Override
    public void onInitMainWindow(WebPluginContext ctx, 
                                 WebUserSession webSess) 
    {

        String item_label = webSess.getLabel("my_plugin.replace_center");

        String icon_url = "plugins/my_plugin/images/my_icon.png";
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17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 
36 
37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

        webSess.addMenuItem(ctx, "treemenuExtra", my_item_id, 
                            item_label, icon_url, null, false);
        webSess.setUIListener(ctx, this);
    }
 
    @Override
    public void onEvent(UIEvent evt) 
    {
        WebUserSession webSess = evt.getSession();
        String targetId = evt.getTargetId();
        if (("treemenu".equals(targetId)) && evt.isOpen()) {
            int cnt = webSess.selectedNodesCount();
            webSess.setMenuDisabled(my_item_id, cnt != 1);
        } else if (my_item_id.equals(targetId) && evt.isClick()) {

            Node nd = webSess.getSingleSelectedNode(true); 

            if (nd instanceof PubContent) {                

                replaceCenter((PubContent) nd);            

            }                                              

        }
    }
 

    private void replaceCenter(PubContent cont)    

    {                                              

        String html_old = cont.getContentString(); 

        String html_new = html_old.                

          replaceAll("<center[^>]*>",              

                     "<div class=\"centered\">").  

          replaceAll("</center>",                  

                     "</div>");                    

        if (! html_new.equals(html_old)) {         

            cont.makeRevision();                   

            cont.setContentString(html_new);       

        }                                          

    }                                              

}
Listing 3.22.

The plug-in shown above is similar to the Hello World plugin-in described in Section 3.2,
“Adding menu items” . The lines in the listing above that differ from the Hello World plug-in are
highlighted. The onInitMainWindow method is identical, except that the label identifier for
the menu item has been changed to "my_plugin.replace_center". As a consequence,
the locale.properties file has to be adapted to contain following line:

my_plugin.replace_center = Replace <center>

Listing 3.23.

The main functionality is in the onEvent method. If a click event is detected and only a single
node is selected, then the currently selected node is retrieved by the line

Node nd = webSess.getSingleSelectedNode(true);

The argument true specifies that an error message shall be displayed in case no single
node is selected. The next line checks whether the returned node implements the org.doc-
ma.plugin.PubContent interface. In Docmenta all XHTML content nodes implement this
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interface. This way it is possible to distinguish XHTML content nodes from other nodes (for
example image or folder nodes). If the node is an XHTML content node, then the line

String html_old = cont.getContentString();

retrieves the XHTML content of the node and stores it in the variable html_old. The next
statement searches in the variable html_old for all occurences of <center …> and re-
places them by <div class="centered">. Additionally, all occurences of the closing </
center> tag are replaced by </div>. The result is stored in the variable html_new. Note
that if html_old contains no <center> tags, then html_new is identical to html_old. In
this case nothing is done. Otherwise the lines

cont.makeRevision();
cont.setContentString(html_new);

create a new revision of the content and assign the modified content to the node.

You can install the plug-in and test it by choosing the added menu item from the context
menu of a selected content node. If the content node contains a <center> tag, it will be
replaced by the <div class="centered"> tag. To define the formatting of these <div>
blocks, you have to create a style with ID "centered" and assign CSS properties to it.

We can further improve the plug-in by allowing selection of multiple nodes. As you might
guess, the method getSingleSelectedNode, which is used in the listing above, is only
suitable to retrieve a single selected node. If more than one node is selected by the user,
this method returns null (and if the argument true is passed, an error message is shown).
To retrieve multiple selected nodes, the method getSelectedSiblingNodes has to be
used instead. Furthermore, the menu item should only be disabled in case not all selected
nodes are XHTML content nodes.

All this can be achieved by changing the onEvent method as follows:

23 
24 
25 
26 
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29 
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    public void onEvent(UIEvent evt) 
    {
        WebUserSession webSess = evt.getSession();
        String targetId = evt.getTargetId();
        if (("treemenu".equals(targetId)) && evt.isOpen()) {

            Node[] nds = webSess.getSelectedSiblingNodes(true);  

            boolean enabled = (nds != null) && (nds.length > 0); 

            if (nds != null) {                                   

                for (Node nd : nds) {                            

                    if (! (nd instanceof PubContent)) {          

                        enabled = false;                         

                        break;                                   

                    }                                            

                }                                                

            }                                                    

            webSess.setMenuDisabled(my_item_id, enabled);        

        } else if (my_item_id.equals(targetId) && evt.isClick()) {

            Node[] nds = webSess.getSelectedSiblingNodes(true); 

            if (nds != null) {                                  

                for (Node nd : nds) {                           

                    if (nd instanceof PubContent) {             

                        replaceCenter((PubContent) nd);         

                    }                                           
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46 

47 

48 
49 

                }                                               

            }                                                   

        }
    }

Listing 3.24.

Be aware that the method getSelectedSiblingNodes only allows selection of nodes that
have the same parent node. Otherwise this method returns null (and if the argument true
is passed, an error message is shown).
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Chapter 4. Editor and viewer plug-ins

4.1. Content Handlers
Docmenta allows to install applications for viewing and editing of content-nodes. By default,
the TinyMCE editor is installed for editing of XHTML content-nodes. However, other editors
can be provided through plug-ins. This chapter describes how to create such an editor or
viewer plug-in.

In the Docmenta Plug-In API, applications that can be used for editing or viewing content
nodes are called "content handlers". On start-up of the web-server, Docmenta registers all
installed content handlers that are located in the "apps" folder within the Docmenta web-
application directory. When a user edits or views a content node, one of the content handlers
that is registered for the node's file extension can be selected by the user. A content handler
can support the viewing or the editing of content, or both.

In the following section a plug-in is created that supports the viewing of text files, but no
editing. Afterwards, the plug-in is extended to also allow editing of text files.

4.2. Viewer Plug-ins
As an example, we'll create a simple viewer plug-in that allows to view the node's content
as plain text.

First, we have to provide a class that implements the org.docma.plugin.web.Con-
tentAppHandler interface. You can either create a new class from scratch, or extend the
org.docma.plugin.web.DefaultContentAppHandler class, which provides a de-
fault implementation.

For this example, we'll create a class from scratch. The class name shall be myexam-
ple.MyTextViewer:

package myexample;
import java.io.File;
import org.docma.plugin.web.ContentAppHandler;
public class MyTextViewer implements ContentAppHandler
{
    private File relativePath;
    private String relativeURL;
    private String applicationId;
    // To do: implement the interface methods
}

In the class fragment given above, we've already declared three private fields that are used in
the method implementations given below. Following a description of each interface method
that needs to be implemented. The complete source code of the class is given afterwards.
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4.2.1. initialize
The initialize method is called once on server start-up, when then content handler is
loaded. The arguments passed to this method provides information about the filesystem
paths where the content handler is installed, as well as initialization properties.

    public void initialize(File webBasePath, 
                           String relativeAppPath, 
                           Properties props) throws Exception 
    {
        relativePath = new File(relativeAppPath);
        relativeURL = relativeAppPath.replace(File.separatorChar, '/');
        applicationId = relativePath.getName().trim();
    }

The relativeAppPath argument contains the filesystem path relative to the Docmenta
web-application directory. In our example, we use the relativeAppPath argument, wrap
it in a java.io.File object and assign it to the relativePath field. Furthermore, the
relativeAppPath argument is transformed to a relative URL by replacing the operating
system's filename separator by the slash character (/). The result is stored in the rela-
tiveURL field. Finally, the name of the installation folder is stored in the applicationId
field (this field stores the value returned by the getApplicationId method; see below).

Note that the props argument contains the properties of the apphandler.properties
file, which needs to be located in the content handler installation directory. The apphan-
dler.properties file can be used to store content handler specific configuration proper-
ties. In our example, we don't store any configuration properties. Therefore the props argu-
ment is just ignored. See below for more information on the apphandler.properties file.

4.2.2. getApplicationId
The getApplicationId method has to return a content handler identifier. This can be
any string that consists of letters, digits, underscore and dash, with a maximum length of 40
characters. Other characters are not allowed. As a convention the name of the folder where
the content handler is installed should be used as identifier. In our example we follow the
convention and return the applicationId field which has been set in the initialize
method:

    public String getApplicationId() 
    {
        return applicationId;
    }

4.2.3. getApplicationName
The getApplicationName method has to return a display name for the content handler.
The passed languageCode argument is the user interface language for which the applica-
tion name shall be retrieved. You could just ignore the languageCode argument and return
a language independent application name, for example:

    public String getApplicationName(String languageCode) 
    {
        return "My Text Viewer";
    }
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However, if the application name shall be language dependent, you can use the the get-
Label method of the org.docma.plugin.PluginUtil class to return a localized appli-
cation name:

    public String getApplicationName(String languageCode) 
    {
        String key = getApplicationId() + ".application_name";
        return PluginUtil.getLabel(languageCode, key, null);
    }

Given this implementation, the application name has to be defined in a file named lo-
cale.properties, which needs to be placed in the content handler directory. Assuming
that the content handler identifier is "my_text_viewer", this file has to contain a property
named "my_text_viewer.application_name":. In other words, the locale.prop-
erties file has to contain a line as follows:

    my_text_viewer.application_name = My Text Viewer

Listing 4.1. locale.properties (viewer example)

To provide a localized application name, for example for the German language (lan-
guage code "de"), you just have to copy the locale.properties file, rename it to lo-
cale_de.properties and translate the property value(s):

    my_text_viewer.application_name = Meine Text Ansicht

Listing 4.2. locale_de.properties (viewer example)

The locale.properties and all locale_xx.properties files have to be placed in the
content handler directory. As soon as the content handler is loaded, the properties defined
in these files can be retrieved by the API's localization methods, as for example PluginU-
til.getLabel. Be aware that the property names have to be unique within the complete
Docmenta application. Therefore it is recommended to use the content handler identifier as
prefix, as shown in the example above.

4.2.4. getSupportedViewExtensions
The getSupportedViewExtensions method has to return a list of all file extensions (in
lower case) for which the content handler shall be available as viewer application. The file
extension "content" has a special meaning: If the file extension "content" is included,
then the viewer is available for viewing nodes of type org.docma.plugin.PubContent
(XHTML content-nodes). Otherwise the viewer is only available for nodes of type org.doc-
ma.plugin.FileContent with one of the returned file extensions.

    public String[] getSupportedViewExtensions() 
    {
        return new String[] { "content", "txt" };
    }

In the method implementation given above, the extensions "content" and "txt" are re-
turned. That means, the viewer is available for XHTML content-nodes and file-nodes with
extension "txt".

Note: Text File Extensions

Docmenta allows to configure a list of text file extensions. If an extension is configured to
be a text file extension, then all content handlers that support the "txt" extension are also
available for this file extension. In other words, a content handler that supports the "txt"
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extension also supports viewing of files with an extension that has been configured as a
text file extension.

4.2.5. getSupportedEditExtensions
The getSupportedEditExtensions method has to return a list of all file extensions (in
lower case) for which the content handler shall be available as editor application. In our
example, the content handler shall just be used for viewing but not for editing. Therefore, the
getSupportedEditExtensions method has to return an empty array:

    public String[] getSupportedEditExtensions() 
    {
        return new String[0];
    }

Given this implementation, the edit functionality is not available for any node.

4.2.6. getPreviewURL
Every time a user clicks a node in the product tree, a preview of the node is shown in the
preview area of Docmenta. The getPreviewURL method has to return the URL of the page
to be loaded in the preview area. Note that the preview area of Docmenta is an internal
browser frame, for which the HTML <iframe> element is used.

If the preview of a node shall not be supported, then this method just has to return null. In
our example, the relative path to a JSP page named view.jsp is returned:

    public String getPreviewURL(WebUserSession webSess, String nodeId) 
    {
        File viewJSP = relativeURL + "/view.jsp?docsess=" +
                       encode(webSess.getSessionId()) +
                       "&nodeid=" + encode(nodeId);
        return webSess.encodeURL(viewJSP);
    }
    private String encode(String value) 
    {
        try {
            return URLEncoder.encode(value, "UTF-8");
        } catch (UnsupportedEncodingException ex) {
            return value;
        }
    }

Note that the session-ID and node-ID are appended to the URL as parameters. The ja-
va.net.URLEncoder.encode method is used to encode the IDs as URL parameters. For
more information on these parameters see the description of the view.jsp page below.

4.2.7. openViewer
The openViewer method has to open a new browser window that displays the content of
the node. This method is called by Docmenta if the user chooses to view the content in
a separate window. Normally, this is done by clicking the menu item "View" in the context
menu. In our example, the method is implemented by invoking the JavaScript statement
window.open(...). The page that is loaded in the opened window is the same as for the
preview, namely the page returned by the getPreviewURL method:

    public void openViewer(WebUserSession webSess, String nodeId)
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    throws Exception 
    {
        String url = getPreviewURL(webSess, nodeId);
        String js = "window.open('" + url + 
          "', '_blank', 'width=420,height=480,location=no,menubar=no')";
        webSess.evalJavaScript(js);
    }

4.2.8. openEditor
The openEditor method is called by Docmenta if the user chooses to edit a content-node.
Normally, this is done by clicking the menu item "Edit" in the context menu. In our example,
the openEditor method does nothing, because our content handler shall only be used for
viewing.

    public void openEditor(WebUserSession webSess, String nodeId)
    throws Exception 
    {
    }

4.2.9. setCharEntities
The setCharEntities method is called by Docmenta to pass the configured character
entities to the content handler. This information is required in case an XHTML editor needs to
be implemented that has to use the character entity encoding defined in the Docmenta con-
figuration. In our example, the setCharEntities implementation does nothing, because
this information is not required for viewing.

    public void setCharEntities(CharEntity[] entities) 
    {
    }

4.2.10. The complete viewer class
Following the complete listing of the content handler class:

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

package myexample;
 
import java.io.File;
import java.io.UnsupportedEncodingException;
import java.net.URLEncoder;
import java.util.Properties;
import org.docma.plugin.CharEntity;
import org.docma.plugin.PluginUtil;
import org.docma.plugin.web.ContentAppHandler;
import org.docma.plugin.web.WebUserSession;
 
public class MyTextViewer implements ContentAppHandler
{
    private File relativePath;
    private String relativeURL;
    private String applicationId;
 
    @Override
    public void initialize(File webBasePath, 
                           String relativeAppPath, 
                           Properties props) throws Exception 
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22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 

    {
        relativePath = new File(relativeAppPath);
        relativeURL = relativeAppPath.replace(File.separatorChar, '/');
        applicationId = relativePath.getName().trim();
    }
 
    @Override
    public String getApplicationId() 
    {
        return applicationId;
    }
 
    @Override
    public String getApplicationName(String languageCode) 
    {
        // return "My Text Viewer";
        String key = getApplicationId() + ".application_name";
        return PluginUtil.getLabel(languageCode, key, null);
    }
 
    @Override
    public String[] getSupportedViewExtensions() 
    {
        return new String[] { "content", "txt" };
    }
 
    @Override
    public String[] getSupportedEditExtensions() 
    {
        return new String[0];
    }
 
    @Override
    public String getPreviewURL(WebUserSession webSess, String nodeId) 
    {
        String viewJSP = relativeURL + "/view.jsp?docsess=" + 
                         encode(webSess.getSessionId()) +
                         "&nodeid=" + encode(nodeId);
        return webSess.encodeURL(viewJSP);
    }
 
    @Override
    public void openViewer(WebUserSession webSess, String nodeId)
    throws Exception 
    {
        String url = getPreviewURL(webSess, nodeId);
        String js = "window.open('" + url + 
        "', '_blank', 'width=420,height=480,location=no,menubar=no')";
        webSess.evalJavaScript(js);
    }
 
    @Override
    public void openEditor(WebUserSession webSess, String nodeId)
    throws Exception 
    {
    }
 
    @Override
    public void setCharEntities(CharEntity[] entities) 
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81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 

    {
    }
 
    private String encode(String value) 
    {
        try {
            return URLEncoder.encode(value, "UTF-8");
        } catch (UnsupportedEncodingException ex) {
            return value;
        }
    }
 
}

Listing 4.3. MyTextViewer.java

4.2.11. The view.jsp page
Now that we have implemented the content handler class, we have to provide the view.jsp
page. Following an implemenation that just displays the content of the node as plain text:

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 

<%@page contentType="text/html" pageEncoding="UTF-8"
        session="true"
        import="org.docma.plugin.*,org.docma.plugin.web.*"
%><html>
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8">
<meta http-equiv="expires" content="0">
<meta http-equiv="cache-control" content="no-cache">
<meta http-equiv="pragma" content="no-cache">
<title>View HTML</title>
<%
    request.setCharacterEncoding("UTF-8");
    String docsess = request.getParameter("docsess");
    String nodeid = request.getParameter("nodeid");
 
    WebUserSession webSess = 
      WebPluginUtil.getUserSession(application, docsess);
    StoreConnection storeConn = 
      (webSess != null) ? webSess.getOpenedStore() : null;
 
    String cont = "";
    if (storeConn != null) {
        Node node = storeConn.getNodeById(nodeid);
        if (node instanceof Content) { 
            cont = ((Content) node).getContentString();
            if (cont != null) { 
                cont = cont.replace("<", "&lt;").replace(">", "&gt;");
            }
        }
    }
%>
</head>
<body>
<pre><%= cont %></pre>
</body>
</html>

Listing 4.4. view.jsp
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First the session ID that is passed as URL parameter docsess is used to retrieve the session
instance. This is done by calling the getUserSession method of the org.docma.plug-
in.web.WebPluginUtil class. Note that the passed application argument is an im-
plicit Java Server Pages object of type javax.servlet.ServletContext. After the us-
er session has been retrieved, the user's currently opened store is retrieved by invoking
the getOpenedStore method on the session instance. The node to be viewed is retrieved
by invoking the getNodeById method on the store connection. The node identifier, which
needs to be supplied as argument, is passed as URL parameter nodeid. Finally, the char-
acters < and > are encoded as character entities, before the content is included in the body
part of the generated HTML page.

4.2.12. Creating the viewer plug-in
For installing the content handler in Docmenta, a plug-in package has to be created as de-
scribed in Chapter 2, Creating a plug-in package. The plug-in package has to place the com-
piled content handler class in the classpath. Furthermore, for the content handler to be auto-
matically loaded a new folder has to be placed in the "apps" folder within the Docmenta web-
application directory. This folder is the content handler installation directory. The name of
this folder is used as identifier of the installed content handler. This folder has to contain two
property files named apphandler.properties and locale.properties. This folder
may also contain additional content handler specific files. In our example this folder also
contains the view.jsp file. This leads to the following plug-in structure:

Figure 4.1. Viewer plug-in package (example)

Instead of placing the class file in the web/WEB-INF/classes folder, the file could also be
included in a jar-file and placed in the lib or web/WEB-INF/lib folder.

Be aware that the name of the content handler directory (here: my_text_viewer_v1-0)
must consist of letters, digits, underscore and dash only. This is because the directory name
is used as content handler identifier and therefore has to follow the naming rules of an iden-
tifier.

Following an example of the plugin.properties file:

id=my_text_viewer_v1_0
version=1.0
plugin_class=
required_app_version = 1.9
config_dialog = false
load_type = next_startup

Listing 4.5. plugin.properties (viewer example)
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The plugin_class property is empty, because we do not provide any implementation for
the plug-in lifecycle methods. This is not required, because content handlers that are located
in the apps folder are automatically loaded on server start-up.

The plug-in's locale.properties file just contains the localized plug-in description:

my_text_viewer_v1_0.description = Viewer plug-in example
my_text_viewer_v1_0.help_url =

Listing 4.6. locale.properties (viewer example)

In this example the help_url property is left empty, because we do not provide any on-
line-help for the plug-in.

There is a second locale.properties file in the content handler directory, which defines
the localized display name of the content handler:

my_text_viewer_v1-0.application_name = My Text Viewer

Listing 4.7. locale.properties (located in apps/my_text_viewer_v1-0)

The locale.properties in the content handler directory is not necessarily required, be-
cause all localized text could be defined in the plug-in's global locale.properties file.
However, for reasons of modularity it is recommended to place localized text that is only used
by the content handler in the locale.properties file within the content handler directory.

Each installed content handler needs a file named apphandler.properties, which has
to be located in the content handler directory. This file must contain at least one property
with name handler_class that defines the content handler implementation to be used.
Therefore, in our example the apphandler.properties file has to contain following line:

handler_class = myexample.MyTextViewer

Listing 4.8. apphandler.properties (viewer example)

4.2.13. Installing the viewer plug-in

Installing the plug-in

After the plug-in package has been created it can be installed as described in 'Installing Plug-
ins' [Docmenta User Manual].

Content handler versions

Docmenta does not track versions of a content handler. However, it is possible to install
different versions of a content handler in the same Docmenta environment, as long as dif-
ferent identifiers are used for the different versions of the content handler. This can easily be
achieved by including the version number in the content handler identifier. Given our exam-
ple, the identifier my_text_viewer_v1-1 could be used for version 1.1 of the content han-
dler. Though, for Docmenta the content handlers my_text_viewer_v1-0 and my_tex-
t_viewer_v1-1 would just be two different content handlers.

Note: Plug-in And Content Handler Identifiers

In the example given in this section, the plug-in identifier is my_html_viewer_v1_0,
whereas the content handler identifier is my_html_viewer_v1-0. The identifiers are iden-
tical, except that the plug-in identifier uses an underscore in the version number, instead
of a dash character. Though, for Docmenta there is no relation between plug-in identifier
and content handler identifier. Nevertheless, by convention the same or a similar identifier
should be used. This makes it easier to track which content handler has been installed by
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which plug-in. Note that Docmenta tracks the version of plug-ins. That means, Docmenta
can only install one version of a plug-in at the same time. Therefore, if the installation of
different versions of a content handler at the same time shall be prevented, then the ver-
sion number just needs to be removed from the plug-in identifier. Given our example, we
could use the plug-in identifier my_html_viewer instead of my_html_viewer_v1-0, to
prevent installation of different versions of the viewer at the same time.

4.3. Editor Plug-ins
As an example of creating an editor plug-in, we'll extend the viewer plug-in created in Sec-
tion 4.2, “Viewer Plug-ins”. In addition to viewing, the editor plug-in shall also allow editing
of text files and content nodes (XHTML). The steps for creating an editor plug-in are the
same as for creating a viewer plug-in, except that additionally the content handler methods
getSupportedEditExtensions and openEditor have to be implemented as required.
Furthermore, in case of an XHTML editor, if the encoding of special characters as defined
in the Docmenta configuration has to be supported, then the setCharEntities method
needs to be implemented accordingly.

We start by creating a class that implements the org.docma.plugin.web.ContentAp-
pHandler interface. You can either create a new class from scratch, or you can extend
the org.docma.plugin.web.DefaultContentAppHandler class, which provides a
default implementation.

For this example, we'll create a class from scratch. The class name shall be myexam-
ple.MyTextEditor: If you have already created the example from Section 4.2, “Viewer
Plug-ins”, then you can create a copy of MyTextViewer.java and rename it to MyTextE-
ditor.java:

package myexample;
import java.io.File;
import org.docma.plugin.web.ContentAppHandler;
public class MyTextEditor implements ContentAppHandler
{
    private File relativePath;
    private String relativeURL;
    private String applicationId;
    // To do: implement the interface methods
}

In the class fragment given above, three private fields are declared that are used in the
method implementations. The methods initialize, getApplicationId, getAppli-
cationName, getSupportedViewExtensions, getPreviewURL, openViewer and
setCharEntities are identical to the implementations given in Section 4.2, “Viewer Plug-
ins”. Following a description of the remaining methods. The complete source code of the
class is given afterwards.

4.3.1. getSupportedEditExtensions
The getSupportedEditExtensions method has to return a list of all file extensions (in
lower case) for which the content handler shall be available as editor application. In our
example, the editing of text files and content nodes (XHTML) shall be supported. Therefore,
the getSupportedEditExtensions method has to return the file extensions "txt" and
"content":

    public String[] getSupportedEditExtensions() 
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    {
        return new String[] { "content", "txt" };
    }

Note that the extension "content" has a special meaning: If the getSupportedEditEx-
tensions method includes
the extension "content", then the editor supports editing of nodes with type org.doc-
ma.plugin.PubContent (XHTML content-nodes).

4.3.2. openEditor
The openEditor method is called by Docmenta, when the user chooses to edit a con-
tent-node. Normally, a user edits a node by clicking the menu item "Edit" in the context menu.
The implementation of the openEditor method has to open a new browser window that
allows to edit the content-node identified by the nodeId argument.

In our example the implementation is similar to the implementation of the openViewer
method, except that the JSP page edit.jsp is opened instead of view.jsp:

    public void openEditor(WebUserSession webSess, String nodeId)
    throws Exception 
    {
        StoreConnection conn = webSess.getOpenedStore();
        String url = relativeURL + "/edit.jsp" +
            "?docsess=" + encode(webSess.getSessionId()) + 
            "&nodeid=" + encode(nodeId) + 
            "&store=" + encode(conn.getStoreId()) + 
            "&version=" + encode(conn.getVersionId().toString()) + 
            "&lang=" + encode(conn.getCurrentLanguage().getCode());
            
        url = webSess.encodeURL(url);
        String js = "window.open('" + url + 
          "', '_blank', 'width=420,height=480,location=no,menubar=no')";
        webSess.evalJavaScript(js);
    }

Compared to the view.jsp page, the edit.jsp page requires additional URL parameters,
namely store, version and lang. These parameters identify the store and content lan-
guage, which is important when the content is saved.

4.3.3. The complete editor class
Following the complete listing of the content handler class:

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 

package myexample;
 
import java.io.File;
import java.io.UnsupportedEncodingException;
import java.net.URLEncoder;
import java.util.Properties;
import org.docma.plugin.CharEntity;
import org.docma.plugin.PluginUtil;
import org.docma.plugin.StoreConnection;
import org.docma.plugin.web.ContentAppHandler;
import org.docma.plugin.web.WebUserSession;
 
public class MyTextEditor implements ContentAppHandler
{
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15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
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36 
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39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
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    private File relativePath;
    private String relativeURL;
    private String applicationId;
 
    @Override
    public void initialize(File webBasePath, 
                           String relativeAppPath, 
                           Properties props) throws Exception 
    {
        relativePath = new File(relativeAppPath);
        relativeURL = relativeAppPath.replace(File.separatorChar, '/');
        applicationId = relativePath.getName().trim();
    }
 
    @Override
    public String getApplicationId() 
    {
        return applicationId;
    }
 
    @Override
    public String getApplicationName(String languageCode) 
    {
        // return "My Text Viewer";
        String key = getApplicationId() + ".application_name";
        return PluginUtil.getLabel(languageCode, key, null);
    }
 
    @Override
    public String[] getSupportedViewExtensions() 
    {
        return new String[] { "content", "txt" };
    }
    
    @Override
    public String[] getSupportedEditExtensions() 
    {
        return new String[] { "content", "txt" };
    }
 
    @Override
    public String getPreviewURL(WebUserSession webSess, String nodeId) 
    {
        String viewJSP = relativeURL + "/view.jsp?docsess=" + 
                         encode(webSess.getSessionId()) +
                         "&nodeid=" + encode(nodeId);
        return webSess.encodeURL(viewJSP);
    }
 
    @Override
    public void openViewer(WebUserSession webSess, String nodeId)
    throws Exception 
    {
        String url = getPreviewURL(webSess, nodeId);
        String js = "window.open('" + url + 
        "', '_blank', 'width=420,height=480,location=no,menubar=no')";
        webSess.evalJavaScript(js);
    }
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    @Override
    public void openEditor(WebUserSession webSess, String nodeId)
    throws Exception 
    {
        StoreConnection conn = webSess.getOpenedStore();
        String url = relativeURL + "/edit.jsp" +
            "?docsess=" + encode(webSess.getSessionId()) + 
            "&nodeid=" + encode(nodeId) + 
            "&store=" + encode(conn.getStoreId()) + 
            "&version=" + encode(conn.getVersionId().toString()) + 
            "&lang=" + encode(conn.getCurrentLanguage().getCode());
            
        url = webSess.encodeURL(url);
        String js = "window.open('" + url + 
        "', '_blank', 'width=420,height=480,location=no,menubar=no')";
        webSess.evalJavaScript(js);
    }
 
    @Override
    public void setCharEntities(CharEntity[] entities) 
    {
    }
 
    private String encode(String value) 
    {
        try {
            return URLEncoder.encode(value, "UTF-8");
        } catch (UnsupportedEncodingException ex) {
            return value;
        }
    }
}

Listing 4.9. MyTextEditor.java

4.3.4. The edit.jsp page
Following an example of the edit.jsp page. This implementation shows the content of the
node in an HTML textarea field. Furthermore, a "Save" button is shown below the input field:
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<%@page contentType="text/html" pageEncoding="UTF-8"
        session="true"
        import="org.docma.plugin.*,org.docma.plugin.web.*"
%><html>
<head>
<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=UTF-8">
<meta http-equiv="expires" content="0">
<meta http-equiv="cache-control" content="no-cache">
<meta http-equiv="pragma" content="no-cache">
<title>Edit File</title>
<%
    request.setCharacterEncoding("UTF-8");
    String sessId = request.getParameter("docsess");
    String nodeId = request.getParameter("nodeid");
    String store  = request.getParameter("store");
    String ver    = request.getParameter("version");
    String lang   = request.getParameter("lang");
    String save   = request.getParameter("edit");
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    WebUserSession sess = 
      WebPluginUtil.getUserSession(application, sessId);
    StoreConnection conn = (sess != null) ? sess.getOpenedStore() 
                                          : null;
    boolean open = (conn != null) &&
                   store.equals(conn.getStoreId()) &&
                   ver.equals(conn.getVersionId().toString()) &&
                   lang.equals(conn.getCurrentLanguage().getCode());
    
    String editTxt = null;
    if (open) {
        Node node = conn.getNodeById(nodeId);
        if (node instanceof Content) {
            Content cont = (Content) node;
            editTxt = cont.getContentString();
            if ((save != null) && !save.equals(editTxt)) {
                // Save changed content
                if (cont instanceof PubContent) {
                    cont.makeRevision();
                }
                cont.setContentString(save);
                editTxt = save;  // show saved content in textarea
            }
        }
    }
%>
</head>
<body style="background-color:E0E0E0; overflow:hidden;">
  <form name="editform" action="edit.jsp" method="post" >
    <table border="0" style="width:100%; height:100%;">
      <tr>
        <td>
          <textarea name="edit" style="width:100%; height:100%;"><%=
            (editTxt != null) ? 
              editTxt.replace("<", "&lt;").replace(">", "&gt;") : ""
          %></textarea>
        </td>
      </tr>
      <tr>
        <td height="40">
          <input type="submit" value="Save" />
          <input type="hidden" name="docsess" value="<%= sessId %>" />
          <input type="hidden" name="nodeid" value="<%= nodeId %>" />
          <input type="hidden" name="store" value="<%= store %>" />
          <input type="hidden" name="version" value="<%= ver %>" />
          <input type="hidden" name="lang" value="<%= lang %>" />
        </td>
      </tr>
    </table>
  </form>
</body>
</html>

Listing 4.10. edit.jsp

First of all, the URL parameters are retrieved via the getParameter method of the JSP
request object. Then the WebUserSession instance and the currently opened store
is retrieved the same way as already described in Section 4.2, “Viewer Plug-ins” for the
view.jsp page.
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The editor is a simple HTML form with a textarea input field and a submit button. An HTML
table is used to create a layout with two rows. The first row contains the textarea field and
the second row the submit button (Save). Clicking the submit button posts the form to the
page itself (edit.jsp). The content of the textarea field is posted as form field with name
"edit". Therefore, if the request contains a parameter with name "edit", this indicates
that the "Save" button has been clicked. The content to be saved is the value of the "edit"
parameter.

The open variable contains the value true only if the user is still connected to the same
store and has still selected the same content language as at the time when the editor was
opened. For this, the URL parameters store, version and lang need to be supplied in
the URL of the edit.jsp page, when the editor is opened. Consider the situation that the
user opens the editor, and then logs out from Docmenta, while the editor is still opened. If the
user then clicks the "Save" button in the editor, then the store connection of the user session
is already closed. Another situation to be handled is, that the user switches to another store
or to another content language, while the content is still opened in the editor. In all these
cases the open variable evaluates to false. In our example, if the open variable is false,
the "Save" request is just ignored. Of course, instead of ignoring the "Save" request an error
message like "Store connection has been closed" should be presented to the user.
Another possibility is, to allow saving of the content even if the store connection
has been closed or changed meanwhile. To achieve this, the editor has to open a new con-
nection to the original store from which the content was retrieved. This can be achieved by
invoking the createTempStoreConnection method on the
user session instance. Here is code fragment that shows the principle of opening a temporary
store connection:

    if (! open) {  // original connection is no longer opened
        StoreConnection conn = webSess.createTempStoreConnection(store, ver);
        try {
            // ... Use conn to save the content.
        } finally {
            conn.close(); // always close temporary connection
        }
    }

However, in our example we only allow saving as long as the connection in the main window
is still the same as when the editor was opened.

After having retrieved a store connection, the submitted content can be assigned to the
content-node. Though, before the new content is assigned, we assure that the submitted
content actually differs from the currently stored content. This is not required, but it avoids
unnecessary write operations on the store. The currently stored content is retrieved by the
statement:

    editTxt = cont.getContentString();

Therefore, the content is only saved if the expression save.equals(editTxt) evalu-
ates to false. Furthermore, in case of an XHTML content-node (nodes of type org.doc-
ma.plugin.PubContent), also a new revision is created by invoking the makeRevision
method. Although the makeRevision method is available for all content-nodes, it has cur-
rently only effect for PubContent nodes. That means, invocations of makeRevision on
file-nodes (org.docma.plugin.FileContent) are ignored by the current store imple-
mentation.

Finally, the content is saved by invoking the setContentString method on the node,
passing the modified content as argument:
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    cont.setContentString(save);

4.3.5. Creating the editor plug-in
To test the editor, a plug-in package needs to be created as described in Chapter 2, Creat-
ing a plug-in package. The folder structure is the same as for the viewer plug-in (see Sec-
tion 4.2.12, “Creating the viewer plug-in”). Compared to the viewer plug-in, the edit.jsp
page has to be added to the content handler folder. Furthermore, the content handler class
is named MyTextEditor instead of MyTextViewer. Note that the editor still supports the
"View" operation for opening content-nodes in read-only mode. Therefore, the view.jsp
page is still included in the plug-in package:

Figure 4.2. Editor plug-in package (example)

Instead of placing the class file in the web/WEB-INF/classes folder, the file could also be
included in a jar-file and placed in the lib or web/WEB-INF/lib folder.

Be aware that the name of the content handler directory (here: my_text_editor_v1-0)
must consist of letters, digits, underscore and dash only. This is because the directory name
is used as content handler identifier and therefore has to follow the naming rules of an iden-
tifier.

Following an example of the plugin.properties file:

id=my_text_editor_v1_0
version=1.0
plugin_class=
required_app_version = 1.9
config_dialog = false
load_type = next_startup

Listing 4.11. plugin.properties (editor example)

The plug-in's locale.properties file just contains the localized plug-in description:

my_text_editor_v1_0.description = Editor plug-in example
my_text_editor_v1_0.help_url =

Listing 4.12. locale.properties (editor example)

In this example the help_url property is left empty as we do not provide any online-help
for the plug-in.

There is a second locale.properties file in the content handler directory, which defines
the localized display name of the content handler:
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my_text_editor_v1-0.application_name = My Text Editor

Listing 4.13. locale.properties (located in apps/my_text_editor_v1-0)

The locale.properties in the content handler directory is not necessarily required, be-
cause all localized text could be defined in the plug-in's global locale.properties file.
However, for reasons of modularity it is recommended to place localized text that is only used
by the content handler in the locale.properties file within the content handler directory.

Each installed content handler needs a file named apphandler.properties, which has
to be located in the content handler directory. This file must contain at least one property
with name handler_class that defines the content handler implementation to be used.
Therefore, in our example the apphandler.properties file has to contain following line:

handler_class = myexample.MyTextEditor

Listing 4.14. apphandler.properties (editor example)

The installation of an editor plug-in is identical to the installation of a viewer plug-in (see
Section 4.2.13, “Installing the viewer plug-in”).
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Content rules can provide one or both of following functionalities:

• Check whether the XHTML stored in content-nodes is conforming to user-defined rules.

• Automatically update the XHTML in content-nodes according to user-defined rules.

A content rule is applied to a content-node in following situations:

• The user saves the content-node using the content-editor.

• The user calls menu item "Consistency-Check" from the node's context menu.

A rule consists of one or more checks. For each check, the rule configuration allows to define
whether the check is executed on "Consistency-Check" or on "Save" or in both situations.
Furthermore, each check allows to define a severity, which can be either "Error", "Warning"
or "Info". Be aware that if a check logs an error and the check is executed on save, then
saving fails with a corresponding error message.

After installation of Docmenta, two pre-defined rules exist, namely, "base" and "quick-
links":

Figure 5.1. Pre-defined rules

For more information on these pre-defined rules see 'Rule configuration' [Docmenta User
Manual].

Additional content rules can be added through plug-ins. To create a new content rule,
the org.docma.plugin.rules.HTMLRule interface needs to be implemented. Note that
content rules are also named (X)HTML rules, because content-nodes contain XHTML. As a
simple example, we'll create a content rule that provides two checks:

Check ID Description

check_length Create a warning if the XHTML content stored in a single node
exceeds a configurable length (number of characters).

check_empty_span Create an error if the XHTML content contains empty span ele-
ments, namely "<span></span>". If auto-correction is turned
on, removes empty span elements.

Table 5.1. Example checks

To provide an implementation of these two checks, we create a new class, for example
myexample.MyHTMLRule, which implements the HTMLRule interface:

public class MyHTMLRule implements org.docma.plugin.rules.HTMLRule
{
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    private static final String CHECK_LENGTH = "check_length";
    private static final String CHECK_EMPTY_SPAN = "check_empty_span";
    
    private int maxLength = Integer.MAX_VALUE;
    // To do: implement the interface methods
}

Note that in the class fragment given above, two constants (CHECK_LENGTH and
CHECK_EMPTY_SPAN) are defined, which contain the check identifiers. It is always a good
idea to declare constants for the check identifiers, because the identifiers have to passed as
arguments at several positions. By using declared constants typing errors can be avoided.

Furthermore a field maxLength is defined, which shall store the configured maximum length
for the check_length check. This field is initialized in the configure method (see below).

For the sake of modularity, only checks that are related somehow should be implemented
within the same rule class. It would also be possible to create a separate rule class for
each single check. However, implementing related checks in the same rule class can have
advantages concerning performance, because it allows to execute all checks with only a
single parsing step.

The org.docma.plugin.rules.HTMLRule interface consists of 10 methods that need
to be implemented. The complete source of the myexample.MYHTMLRule class is given
below. Following a description of all implemented interface methods.

5.1. getShortInfo
The method getShortInfo has to return a short sentence describing the provided func-
tionality of the rule. This needs to be plain text without markup. The text is intended to be
displayed in the user interface. The languageCode argument passes the current user inter-
face language. Therefore, the text returned by this method should be in the language given
by the languageCode argument. If the description is not available in the passed language,
then the returned description should be in English.

Therefore, a simple implementation of this method could be as follows:

public String getShortInfo(String languageCode)
{
    return "Checks the length and reports or removes empty span elements.";
}

As language dependent text should not be defined in the Java source directly, you could also
load the description from the plug-in's locale.properties file, as shown in the following
example:

public String getShortInfo(String languageCode) 
{
    return label(languageCode, "shortInfo");
}
private String label(String lang, String msg, Object... args) 
{
    return PluginUtil.getLabel(lang, msg, args);
}

Localized strings can be retrieved through the getLabel method of the org.docma.plu-
gin.PluginUtil class. Because retrieving localized strings is needed more than once,
the functionality has been placed in a separate method named label.
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Given this implementation of the getShortInfo method, you have to define the localized
strings in the locale.properties file with the key "shortInfo". See Chapter 2, Creating
a plug-in package for more information.

Loading localized strings from a class-specific XML file

Although it is common to place locale dependent text in the plug-in's locale.properties
file, for rule implementations it can be useful to have the localized text directly attached to
the class. This can be achieved by using the getResourceString method instead of the
getLabel method. Therefore the implementation of the label method could be changed as
follows:

private String label(String lang, String msg, Object... args) 
{
    return PluginUtil.getResourceString(this.getClass(), lang, msg, args);
}

The first parameter of the getResourceString method has to be the class for which to
retrieve the localized string. Given this implementation, the localized text has to be stored as a
XML properties file in the same folder where the .class file resides. The filename of the XML
properties file has to be the name of the class, followed by an underscore, followed by the
language code, followed by the file extension .xml. Given our example, to provide localized
strings for the language "English", we have to place a file named MyHTMLRule_en.xml in
the plug-in package within the folder where the MyHTMLRule.class file resides. The format
of the XML properties file is defined by the java.util.Properties class. The complete
XML properties file for our example is given in Section 5.11, “The complete example” below.

5.2. getLongInfo
The getLongInfo method has to return a human-readable description of the HTML rule.
This should be a complete usage reference, including a description of all arguments (if any).
The usage reference is displayed as online help in the user-interface. To improve readability,
the returned text is allowed to include basic XHTML markup. However, only following XHTML
elements should be used: b, i, tt, big, small, sup, sub, em, strong, samp, kbd, code,
var, cite, dfn, abbr, acronym, span, br, p, div, pre, blockquote, dl, dt, dd, ol,
ul, li, table, tr, td, th, col, colgroup, tbody, thead, tfoot. Be aware that other
tags may be removed for display in the user interface.

In our example we load the usage reference as localized string. Therefore the implementation
is as follows:

public String getLongInfo(String languageCode) 
{
    return label(languageCode, "longInfo");
}

This implementation calls the label method that we have already used in the getShort-
Info method. See Section 5.11, “The complete example” for an example of the XML prop-
erties file that contains the localized strings.

5.3. getCheckIds
The getCheckIds method has to return the list of checks that the rule provides. In our
example, this method just returns the IDs of the two checks, namely "check_length" and
"check_empty_span":
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public String[] getCheckIds() 
{
    return new String[] { CHECK_LENGTH, CHECK_EMPTY_SPAN };
}

Note that an implementation of this method always has to return at least one check ID.

5.4. getCheckTitle
The getCheckTitle method has to return a short description of the check. This has to be
plain text without markup. The text is intended to be displayed in the user interface. In our
example we load the text as localized string, as we have already done for the getShortInfo
and getLongInfo methods:

public String getCheckTitle(String checkId, String languageCode) 
{
    return label(languageCode, checkId + ".title");
}

For the label key the check identifier with suffix ".title" is used. See Section 5.11, “The
complete example” for an example of the XML properties file.

5.5. supportsAutoCorrection
The supportsAutoCorrection method has to return whether the check identified by the
passed check identifier supports auto-correction or not. In our example, auto-correction shall
be supported for the check_empty_span check, but not for the check_length check.
Therefore the implementation of this method can be as follows:

public boolean supportsAutoCorrection(String checkId) 
{
    return checkId.equals(CHECK_EMPTY_SPAN);
}

5.6. getDefaultLogLevel
The getDefaultLogLevel method indicates the default log level for the check identified by
the checkId parameter. In our example, if content exceeds the maximum length, a warning
shall be logged. If the content contains empty spans (and auto-correction is turned off), an
error shall be logged. Therefore, the implementation of this method can be as follows:

public LogLevel getDefaultLogLevel(String checkId) 
{
    return checkId.equals(CHECK_LENGTH) ? LogLevel.WARNING : LogLevel.ERROR; 
}

Note that the user has the possibility to configure a different log level than the default level.
However, the default level is used, if no other level has been defined by the user. You could
also think of the default log level as the recommended log level. Be aware that if XHTML
content is opened in the content editor and the user tries to save the content, then the save
operation fails if one of 
the executed checks logs an error message.
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5.7. configure
The configure method is called by the framework to provide the configuration data that
has been set by the user (see 'Rule configuration' [Docmenta User Manual]). The framework
assures that this method is called at least once before the first invocation of the startBatch
method. In most cases, this method is used to retrieve the rule arguments, that can be con-
figured for each rule.

In our example, the check_length check shall report if the content exceeds a configurable
number of characters. The configurable number of characters shall be provided as a rule
argument. The configured rule arguments can be retrieved by calling the getArguments
method of the org.docma.plugin.rules.HTMLRuleConfig instance that is passed as
argument to the configure method. Therefore, in our example, the implementation could
be as follows:

public void configure(HTMLRuleConfig conf) 
{
    try {
        String a = conf.getArguments()[0];
        if (a.toLowerCase().startsWith("maxlength")) {
            maxLength = Integer.parseInt(a.substring(a.indexOf('=') + 1));
            return;
        }
    } catch (Exception ex) {} // no argument or invalid number 
    maxLength = Integer.MAX_VALUE;  // no or invalid argument
}

The configured argument has to be a string in the format maxlength=nnn, where nnn
has to be a positive decimal number. The configured value is stored in the member
field maxLength. This value will be used by the apply method which executes the
check_length check (see Section 5.10, “apply”).

5.8. startBatch
The startBatch method indicates the start of applying this rule to one or more nodes. This
method is called by the framework just before one or more invocations of the apply method
(see Section 5.10, “apply”). An invocation of this method indicates the start of a user action,
namely the start of a consistency check or the start of saving a node.

This method allows to prepare or cache resources that can be reused in subsequent invo-
cations of the apply method. Therefore, this method is only useful, if a consistency check
is started on more than one node.

In our example, we can just provide an empty stub, because we do not need to cache any-
thing:

public void startBatch(HTMLRuleContext ctx) 
{
}
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5.9. finishBatch
The finishBatch method indicates the end of applying the rule to one or more nodes.
This method is called by the framework just after one or more subsequent invocations of
the apply method. For each invocation of startBatch there is exactly one subsequent
invocation of finishBatch. For example, this method allows to release resources that have
been cached in previous invocations of the apply method. This method could also be used
to write a summary report.

In our example we just implement an empty stub:

public void finishBatch(HTMLRuleContext ctx) 
{
}

5.10. apply
The apply method provides the actual implementation of the checks. Following listing shows
the implementation of the check_length check:

public String apply(String content, HTMLRuleContext ctx) 
{
    String lang = ctx.getUILocale().getLanguage();
    String result = null;
    
    if (ctx.isEnabled(CHECK_LENGTH)) {
        if (content.length() > maxLength) {
            ctx.log(CHECK_LENGTH, 
                    label(lang, "length_exceeded", maxLength));
        }
    }
    
    // ... implementation of further checks ...
    return result;
}

Before executing a check, it has to be assured that the check is enabled. Otherwise the check
has to be skipped. Whether a check is enabled or disabled is returned by the isEnabled
method of the org.docma.plugin.rules.HTMLRuleContext instance. The content
that needs to be checked is passed in the content argument. If the check is enabled, the
implementation just compares the length of the content with the configured maxLength val-
ue. If the content length exceeds the configured maximum length, a log message is written.

The log message is retrieved as localized string by calling the label method that we have
already used before (see Section 5.1, “getShortInfo”). However, this time the user interface
language needs to be retrieved through the getUILocale method of the ctx parameter.
Note that you do not have to provide the severity of the log message, because the log mes-
sage is automatically written as "Error", "Warning" or "Info", depending on the log level that is
configured for the checks (or the default level that is defined by the getDefaultLogLevel
method).

The result variable in the listing above is not used yet. Currently it stores the return value
null. As long as a rule does not support auto-correction, the apply method has to return
null. However, if a rule corrects the content, then the modified content needs to be returned
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instead of null. This is shown in the following implementation of the check_empty_span
check.

The implementation of the check_empty_span check shall allow auto-correction. That
means, if auto-correction is enabled for this check, then empty spans shall be removed from
the content. Otherwise empty spans shall just be reported in the log. In the following code this
is simply realized by searching and removing the substring "<span></span>". Of course, a
real world implementation would have to do XML processing to handle all possible cases of
empty spans. However, this example shall just show the principles of implementing a check
that supports auto-correction.

Following the code of the apply method already described above for the check_length
check, but this time including the implementation of the check_empty_span checks:

public String apply(String content, HTMLRuleContext ctx) 
{
    String lang = ctx.getUILocale().getLanguage();
    String result = null;
    
    if (ctx.isEnabled(CHECK_LENGTH)) {
        if (content.length() > maxLength) {
            ctx.log(CHECK_LENGTH, 
                    label(lang, "length_exceeded", maxLength));
        }
    }
    
    if (ctx.isEnabled(CHECK_EMPTY_SPAN)) {
        final String EMPTY_SPAN = "<span></span>";
        boolean updated = false;
        int pos = 0;
        while ((pos = content.indexOf(EMPTY_SPAN, pos)) >= 0) {
            if (ctx.isAutoCorrect(CHECK_EMPTY_SPAN)) {
                content = content.substring(0, pos) + 
                          content.substring(pos + EMPTY_SPAN.length());
                ctx.logInfo(CHECK_EMPTY_SPAN, pos, 
                            label(lang, "empty_span_removed"));
                updated = true;
            } else {
                ctx.log(CHECK_EMPTY_SPAN, pos, 
                        label(lang, "empty_span_exists"));
                pos += EMPTY_SPAN.length();
            }
        }
        if (updated) {  // empty span has been removed
            result = content;  
        }
    }
    
    // return modified content, or null if content is unchanged
    return result;
}

First, it has to be determined whether the check is enabled at all, by calling ctx.isEn-
abled(CHECK_EMPTY_SPAN). If the check is enabled, then the next occurrence of
"<span></span>" is searched. If an empty span is found, then the isAutoCorrect
method of the HTMLRuleContext object is called to determine whether auto-correction is
enabled. If auto-correction is enabled, then the substring "<span></span>" is removed from
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the content string. On the other side, if auto-correction is disabled, then just a log message
is written by invoking the log message of the HTMLRuleContext object.

Note that the position pos of the empty span is passed as argument to the log method. This
allows the logger to include an extract of the XHTML source at the given position into the
log message. This may be helpful for the end-user to locate the error position in the content.
The log message itself is retrieved through the label method that we have already used
before (see Section 5.1, “getShortInfo”).

You might wonder, why in case of auto-correction, a log message is written by invoking the
logInfo method instead of log. The logInfo method writes a log message with severity
"Info", no matter which log level is defined for the given check. This is important, because
after having removed the empty span, no error or warning should be logged, as the content
has automatically been corrected (the error/warning condition no longer applies).

5.11. The complete example
Following the complete source of the Java class myexample.MyHTMLRule:
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package myexample;
 
import org.docma.plugin.LogLevel;
import org.docma.plugin.PluginUtil;
import org.docma.plugin.rules.HTMLRule;
import org.docma.plugin.rules.HTMLRuleConfig;
import org.docma.plugin.rules.HTMLRuleContext;
 
public class MyHTMLRule implements HTMLRule
{
    private static final String CHECK_LENGTH = "check_length";
    private static final String CHECK_EMPTY_SPAN = "check_empty_span";
    
    private int maxLength = Integer.MAX_VALUE;
 
    @Override
    public String getShortInfo(String languageCode) 
    {
        return label(languageCode, "shortInfo");
    }
 
    @Override
    public String getLongInfo(String languageCode) 
    {
        return label(languageCode, "longInfo");
    }
 
    @Override
    public String[] getCheckIds() 
    {
        return new String[] { CHECK_LENGTH, CHECK_EMPTY_SPAN };
    }
 
    @Override
    public String getCheckTitle(String checkId, String languageCode) 
    {
        return label(languageCode, checkId + ".title");
    }
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    @Override
    public boolean supportsAutoCorrection(String checkId) 
    {
        return checkId.equals(CHECK_EMPTY_SPAN);
    }
 
    @Override
    public LogLevel getDefaultLogLevel(String checkId) 
    {
        return checkId.equals(CHECK_LENGTH) ? LogLevel.WARNING 
                                            : LogLevel.ERROR;
    }
 
    @Override
    public void configure(HTMLRuleConfig conf) 
    {
        try {
            String a = conf.getArguments()[0];
            if (a.toLowerCase().startsWith("maxlength")) {
                maxLength = 
                  Integer.parseInt(a.substring(a.indexOf('=') + 1));
                return;
            }
        } catch (Exception ex) {} // no argument or invalid number 
        maxLength = Integer.MAX_VALUE;  // no or invalid argument
    }
 
    @Override
    public void startBatch(HTMLRuleContext ctx) 
    {
    }
 
    @Override
    public void finishBatch(HTMLRuleContext ctx) 
    {
    }
 
    @Override
    public String apply(String content, HTMLRuleContext ctx) 
    {
        String lang = ctx.getUILocale().getLanguage();
        String result = null;
        
        if (ctx.isEnabled(CHECK_LENGTH)) {
            if (content.length() > maxLength) {
                ctx.log(CHECK_LENGTH, 
                        label(lang, "length_exceeded", maxLength));
            }
        }
        
        if (ctx.isEnabled(CHECK_EMPTY_SPAN)) {
            final String EMPTY_SPAN = "<span></span>";
            boolean updated = false;
            int pos = 0;
            while ((pos = content.indexOf(EMPTY_SPAN, pos)) >= 0) {
                if (ctx.isAutoCorrect(CHECK_EMPTY_SPAN)) {
                    content = content.substring(0, pos) + 
                      content.substring(pos + EMPTY_SPAN.length());
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                    ctx.logInfo(CHECK_EMPTY_SPAN, pos, 
                      label(lang, "empty_span_removed"));
                    updated = true;
                } else {
                    ctx.log(CHECK_EMPTY_SPAN, pos, 
                      label(lang, "empty_span_exists"));
                }
            }
            if (updated) {  // empty span has been removed
                result = content;  
            }
        }
        
        // return modified content, or null if content is unchanged
        return result;
    }
 
    private String label(String lang, String msg, Object... args) 
    {
        return PluginUtil.getResourceString(this.getClass(), lang, 
                                            msg, args);
    }
}

Listing 5.1. MyHTMLRule.java

As already described, the label method in this example loads localized strings from a XML
file named MyHTMLRule_en.xml. Following a complete example of the XML file:
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<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE properties SYSTEM "http://java.sun.com/dtd/properties.dtd">
<properties>
  <entry key="shortInfo">Checks the length and empty spans.</entry>
  <entry key="check_length.title">Checks the content length.</entry>
  <entry key="check_empty_span.title">Checks empty spans.</entry>
  <entry key="length_exceeded">Content exceeds {0} characters.</entry>
  <entry key="empty_span_removed">Removed empty span.</entry>
  <entry key="empty_span_exists">Content contains empty span.</entry>
  <entry key="longInfo"><![CDATA[
  <p>This class provides following checks:</p>
  <ul>
    <li><a href="#check_length">check_length</a></li>
    <li><a href="#check_empty_span">check_empty_span</a></li>
  </ul>

  <a name="check_length" />
  <strong>check_length</strong>
  <div style="margin-left:16pt;">
    <p>
      <u>Arguments:</u>
      <dl>
        <dt><b><tt>maxlength=[<i>INTEGER</i>|off]</tt></b></dt>
        <dd>The maximum content length.</dd>
      </dl>
    </p>
    <p>
      <u>Description:</u><br/>
      Writes a log message if the content length exceeds 
      <tt>maxlength</tt>.
    </p>
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  </div>

  <a name="check_empty_span" />
  <strong>check_empty_span</strong>
  <div style="margin-left:16pt;">
    <p>
      <u>Arguments:</u> <em>none</em>
    </p>
    <p>
      <u>Description:</u><br/>
      Creates a log message if the content contains empty spans.
      If auto-correction is enabled, removes empty spans.
    </p>
  </div>
  ]]>
  </entry>
</properties>

Listing 5.2. MyHTMLRule_en.xml

Note that the value of the longInfo property is given in a CDATA section. This avoids
having to write the < and > characters as character entities (&lt; and &gt;).

5.12. Creating the Rule Plug-in
After having implemented the rule class, the compiled class needs to be installed in Docmen-
ta. Therefore a plug-in has to be created as described in Chapter 2, Creating a plug-in pack-
age. Besides adding the rule class to the classpath, the class also needs to be registered in
the Docmenta plug-in API. This is done when the plug-in is loaded by invoking the regis-
terRuleClasses method on the org.docma.plugin.ApplicationContext instance.
That means, the implementation of the plug-in class has to be as follows (see Section 3.1,
“Lifecycle methods” for details):
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package myexample;
 
import org.docma.plugin.ApplicationContext;
import org.docma.plugin.Plugin;
import org.docma.plugin.PluginContext;
 
public class MyRulePlugin implements Plugin
{
    public void onLoad(PluginContext ctx) throws Exception 
    {
        ApplicationContext app = ctx.getApplicationContext();
        app.registerRuleClasses("myexample.MyHTMLRule");
    }
 
    public void onUnload(PluginContext ctx) throws Exception 
    {
        ApplicationContext app = ctx.getApplicationContext();
        app.unregisterRuleClasses("myexample.MyHTMLRule");
    }
}

Listing 5.3. MyRulePlugin.java

As you can see in Listing 5.3, “MyRulePlugin.java”, the onLoad method registers the myex-
ample.MyHTMLRule class, and the onUnload method unregisters it.
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To create the plug-in package, the compiled classes and the resource file MyHTML-
Rule_en.xml have to be included in a zip-file as illustrated in Figure 6.9, “Auto-Format
example package”:

Figure 5.2. MyHTMLRule plug-in package

Instead of placing the files in the web/WEB-INF/classes folder, the files could also be
included as a jar-file and placed in the lib or web/WEB-INF/lib folder.

Following an example of the plugin.properties file:

id=my_htmlrule
version=1.0
plugin_class=myexample.MyRulePlugin
required_app_version = 1.9
config_dialog = false
load_type = next_startup

Listing 5.4. plugin.properties (content rule example)

In this example, the identifier my_htmlrule is used for the plug-in. Finally, an example of
the locale.properties file, which just contains a localized plug-in description:

my_htmlrule.description = Content rule plug-in example
my_htmlrule.help_url =

Listing 5.5. locale.properties (content rule example)

Note that a help URL (my_htmlrule.help_url) is not specified, because our plug-in does
not provide any configuration options that need to be explained. Furthermore, the rule class
provides its own help through the getLongInfo method.

For details on creating a plug-in package see Chapter 2, Creating a plug-in package. The
plug-in package can now be installed as described in 'Installing Plug-ins' [Docmenta User
Manual]:

Figure 5.3. Example rule plug-in loaded

Note that you have to restart the web-server for the plug-in to be loaded.

After the plug-in has been loaded, you can create a new rule that uses the newly installed
rule class. See 'Rule configuration' [Docmenta User Manual] on how to add a new rule. In our
example we create a new rule with identifier my_example_rule (see Figure 5.4, “Adding
a new rule”).
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Figure 5.4. Adding a new rule

Note that the maxlength argument needs to be set for the check_length check. After
having added the new rule, the "Content Rules" tab in the "Administration" workspace should
list a rule with identifier my_example_rule:

Figure 5.5. Added example rule

After the rule has been installed and enabled, the rule can be applied on selected content-
and section-nodes, by choosing the menu item "Consistency-Check" from the context menu.
See 'Consistency-Check' [Docmenta User Manual] for more information. Note that a user
can enable or disable single checks in the consistency-check dialog. Furthermore, if a check
is enabled for "Save", then the check is also applied to content in the content editor at the
time when content is saved (see 'Basic editing' [Docmenta User Manual]).
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6.1. AutoFormat Transformations
Docmenta allows users to create inline- and block-styles that authors can assign to content.
On the XHTML source level, these user-defined styles represent CSS classes that are as-
signed to elements like div, span and others. For example, when an author selects words
in the content-editor and assigns an inline-style with ID my_style to the selection, then
following XHTML code is generated:

<span class="my_style"> ... selected words ... </span>

Accordingly, when an author selects one or more paragraphs or other block-elements and
assigns a block-style with ID my_style, then for example following XHTML code is gener-
ated:

<div class="my_style">

    <p>
        ... first selected block ...
    </p>
    <div class="other_style">
        ... second selected block ...
    </div>
    ...
</div>

As you can see in the example above, elements can be nested: the block with style oth-
er_style is contained within the block with style my_style.

When you are working with XHTML and CSS, then a style is a set of CSS properties which
define the font-size, font-color, background-color and so on. However, you cannot change
the overall structure of a block just by changing the CSS properties of a style. For example,
you cannot transform a simple paragraph into a table, by using CSS properties. To support
such transformations in Docmenta, you can additionally assign one or more Auto-Format
classes to a style. Basically an Auto-Format class is a piece of Java code that processes the
element to which the style is assigned. Following are two examples of such transformations.

Example 1

In the first example an Auto-Format transformation converts the input-element (highlighted in
red) into a table with two rows. The first row is filled with the value of the input-element's title
attribute and the second row is filled with the inner content of the input-element. Furthermore
any nested p element is replaced by a <br/> element after the block (note that XHTML has
to be generated; that is <br/> has to be generated instead of <br>). The following illustra-
tion gives an example of the described transformation, assuming that the transformation is
assigned to a style with ID my_style1:
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Figure 6.1. Auto-Format example 1

Example 2

In the second example, an Auto-Format transformation just adds an inline image with alias
name mypic to the beginning of the content. Following illustration gives an example, as-
suming that the transformation is assigned to a style with ID mystyle_2:

Figure 6.2. Auto-Format example 2

Note that in the second example, the outer div-block of the input is preserved in the result.

Auto-Format use cases

Maybe somebody is wondering when to use Auto-Format transformations. Consider the situ-
ation, that you want to mark special paragraphs as warnings. For example, in the publication
these paragraphs shall be highlighted with an exclamation icon. However, you might need
differnt designs for different output formats, and if the design of warnings has to be changed
in the future, you want to avoid having to update the content at each position where a warning
exists. Furthermore, you want to assure that the same warning layout is used throughout the
publication. In Docmenta these problems can be partially solved by using style-variants. This
allows defining different style properties for the same style ID. Though, using style-variants
is sufficient in many cases, you cannot change the overall layout of a block, just by changing
the CSS properties of a style. For example, you cannot turn a simple box to become a table.
However, such transformations can be done using Auto-Format classes. As an example of
how to solve these issues with an Auto-Format class, see the example below, which imple-
ments a dynamic template mechanism.

Why not use an XSLT processor?

An Auto-Format transformation can be implemented by using an XSLT processor. Docmenta
includes the generic Auto-Format class org.docma.plugin.examples.XSLTAutoFor-
mat that allows to supply an XSLT script for input transformation. Though, for many simple
transformations string operations might be sufficient. In general, you can use whatever you
consider best, to implement an Auto-Format transformation. The only restriction is that it has
to be possible to call it from within Java code.

The export process

Note that Auto-Format transformations are executed on the fly during publication export and
during content preview. This means, the stored XHTML source is not modified by these
transformations. For example, if an Auto-Format transformation inserts an inline image into
the content (see example 2 above), the image only appears in the exported publication or
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when a preview of the content is rendered. But when the user edits the content, the inline
image is not there.

So far we've just had a look to what a single transformation does. Now we'll take a look at
the complete export process and see how the transformations interact in specific situations.
The left side of the following illustration shows the XHTML source of a publication (only the
elements are shown which are important for this example).

Figure 6.3. Export process (example)

The source content contains four elements, elem1, elem2, elem3 and elem4, from which
elem2 and elem3 are contained within elem1. The first element has the style mystyle_1
assigned. The other elements have the style mystyle_2 assigned. For this example, we
assume that mystyle_1 and mystyle_2 have an Auto-Format transformation assigned as
described in example 1 and 2 above.

During export and preview the source content is parsed top-down. As soon as an element is
found which has an Auto-Format style assigned, this element is transformed. Therefore, in
our example the first element to be transformed is elem1. The result of this transformation
is a table with the element's title in the first row and the element's inner content in the second
row. Furthermore the p element is replaced by a <br />. Following illustration depicts the
first transformation:
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Figure 6.4. Export process (example, transformation 1)

Now, the result of the first transformation is parsed again, to see if there are further Auto-For-
mat styles to be processed. Actually, there is still the element elem2 in the result, which has
the style my_style2 assigned. Therefore the second transformation is to transform elem2,
as shown in the following illustration:

Figure 6.5. Export process (example, transformation 2)

After this transformation, there are no more Auto-Format styles to be processed, and the
parsing continues in the source content after the element elem1, i.e. the third transformation
is the processing of element elem4. Note that element elem3 is not transformed, because
the p element was removed by the first transformation.

You might wonder why the transformation of elem2 does not lead to an infinite loop, be-
cause the result of this transformation still contains the element <span id="elem2"
class="my_style2">, which originally caused the transformation. The reason is, that by
default, the style which caused a transformation is not processed any more during the pars-
ing of the transformation result. However, the Auto-Format API allows a programmer to dis-
able this behavior by passing true to the setStyleRecursion method of the org.doc-
ma.plugin.TransformationContext instance (though, the recursion level is limited by
the execution engine to avoid infinte loops).

Piping of transformations

In Docmenta it is possible to assign more than one Auto-Format transformation to a single
style. If this is the case, then the output of the first transformation is used as input for the
second transformation. If a third Auto-Format transformation is assigned to the style, then
the output of the second transformation is used as input for the third transformation, and so
on. The following illustration depicts this process:
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Figure 6.6. Piping of transformations

As an example, consider the situation that you want to include program listings in your pub-
lications. The listings shall have line-numbers and the key-words of the programming lan-
guage shall be highlighted. To solve this requirements without having to format the listings
manually, you could create one Auto-Format transformation which adds line-numbers to
the content, and a second Auto-Format transformation which highlights the keywords. Both
transformations could be implemented completely independent of each other. To achieve
the required formatting you could create a style, e.g. with ID listing, which has both trans-
formations assigned. Following illustration depicts the transformation steps of an element
which has the style listing assigned:

Figure 6.7. Auto-Format piping example

The first transformation highlights keywords by enclosing them with span elements which
have the style key assigned. The second piped transformation adds the line numbers. Note
that the result of the first Auto-Format transformation is processed by the second piped Au-
to-Format transformation, even though the result does not contain any more Auto-Format
styles to be processed (assuming that the style key has no Auto-Format transformation as-
signed). If the key style had an Auto-Format style assigned, then the span elements would
be processed after the pipeline of transformations has been completely processed (assum-
ing the span elements aren't removed by the piped transformations).

A special case occurs, if the result of a transformation does not contain a single root element.
If a transformation produces more than one root element, then the following piped transfor-
mation will be applied to all root elements. If, on the other hand, a transformation does not
return any XML element at all, e.g. it just returns a character string of type #PCDATA, then
the following piped transformations will be skipped. This is because an Auto-Format trans-
formation can only be applied to an XML input-element.

6.2. AutoFormat Example
As an example of implementing an Auto-Format transformation, this section describes the
source code of the Auto-Format class org.docma.plugin.examples.ApplyTemplate,
which is included in the Docmenta installation package. See 'Dynamic Templates' [Docmenta
Tutorial] for more information on how to use this class. Following illustration depicts the
template concept that is implemented by the class:
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Figure 6.8. ApplyTemplate example

The illustration explained in words: The notebox style has the org.docma.plugin.ex-
amples.ApplyTemplate class with argument "notebox_template" assigned. That
means, input-elements which have the notebox style assigned are transformed by this
class. The ApplyTemplate class replaces the input-element by the content of a template.
The template is identified by the alias which is passed as argument (here: "notebox_tem-
plate"). Furthermore, the transformation replaces the substring "$content" within the
template by the inner content of the input-element and the substring "$title" by the title-at-
tribute of the input-element.

Following the source code of the org.docma.plugin.examples.ApplyTemplate
class, that implements this template concept:
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package myexample;
 
import org.docma.plugin.*;
import java.io.*;
 
public class ApplyTemplate implements AutoFormat
{
    private ExportContext exportCtx;
 
    public void initialize(ExportContext ctx)
    {
        exportCtx = ctx;
    }
 
    public void finished()
    {
        exportCtx = null;
    }
 
    public void transform(TransformationContext ctx) throws Exception
    {
        String alias = ctx.getArgument(0);
        String template = 
          exportCtx.getContentStringByAlias(alias, true);
        if (template == null) {
            throw new Exception("Could not find template with alias "
                                + alias);
        }
        String title = ctx.getTagAttributes().get("title");
        if (title == null) title = "";
        Writer out = ctx.getWriter();
        out.write(template.replace("$content", ctx.getInnerString())
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                          .replace("$title", title));
    }
 
    public String getShortInfo(String languageCode)
    {
        return PluginUtil.getResourceString(this.getClass(), 
               languageCode, "shortInfo");
    }
 
    public String getLongInfo(String languageCode)
    {
        return PluginUtil.getResourceString(this.getClass(), 
               languageCode, "longInfo");
    }
}

Listing 6.1. ApplyTemplate.java

An Auto-Format transformation is a Java class that implements the interface org.doc-
ma.plugin.AutoFormat. The interface consists of following five methods: initialize,
finished, transform, getShortInfo and getLongInfo.

The method initialize is intended for initialization of a new instance of the Auto-Format
class, i.e. it is always called by the export process before the method transform is called for
the first time. The method gets an instance of the class org.docma.plugin.ExportCon-
text as argument, which provides access to the context of the running export. This includes

• reading the content of a node within the product tree

• getting the user interface language

• getting the export language and format

• getting a GenText property value

• decoding/encoding character entities

• writing to the export log

In this example the method just assigns the argument to the field exportCtx. This way the
method transform, which is called for each element to be transformed, also has access
to the export context.

The method finished is called by the export process as soon as the complete export of the
publication is finished. Therefore this method can be used to release any resources that have
been allocated by the Auto-Format class. In this example it just sets the field exportCtx to
null (this is not required, though it allows the garbage collector to release memory, which
is allocated by the export context, as early as possible).

The method transform actually executes the transformation of an element. This method
is called by the export process each time an element within the publication has to be trans-
formed by this Auto-Format class. That means, only one instance of the Auto-Format class is
used for one export process. The method gets an instance of the class org.docma.plu-
gin.TransformationContext as argument, which gives access to the element to be
transformed and provides a writer object to write the transformation result.

When an Auto-Format class is assigned to a style, the user can set Auto-Format arguments.
With Auto-Format arguments the behavior of an Auto-Format class can be parameterized.
The ApplyTemplate class expects one argument, which is the alias name of the con-
tent-node to be used as template. The Auto-Format arguments can be retrieved from the
transformation context. Therefore, the first action within the method transform is to get the
first Auto-Format argument from the transformation context:
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String alias = ctx.getArgument(0);

The returned alias name is then used to retrieve the template-content:

String template = exportCtx.getContentStringByAlias(alias, true);

If no content-node with the given alias name is found, an exception is thrown. Note that
throwing an exception will cause an error message in the export log. However the export
continues without transforming the element. The next action is to retrieve the value of the
input-element's title attribute:

String title = ctx.getTagAttributes().get("title");

If no title attribute is defined in the input-element, then the empty string is used as title:

if (title == null) title = "";

Then the substring "$content" within the template is replaced by the inner content of the
input-element:

template.replace("$content", ctx.getInnerString())

and the substring "$title" is replaced by the title value:

.replace("$title", title)

Finally, the resulting string is returned as transformation result:

Writer out = ctx.getWriter();
out.write(...);

The method getShortInfo is intended to return a human-readable text describing the
purpose of this Auto-Format transformation in one sentence. The method getLongInfo
is intended to return a complete usage reference, including a description of all supported
Auto-Format arguments. The returned text of both methods is displayed to the user of the
Auto-Format class. For better readability the text returned by method getLongInfo can
include XHTML tags, which allows basic formatting of the text. The text which is returned
by both methods should be in the language given by the argument languageCode. At least
the language code "en" has to be supported (i.e. the descriptions have to be available at
least in English).

For long descriptions and to allow the translation of the descriptions without having to touch
the source code of the classes, the text returned by the methods getShortInfo and get-
LongInfo should be stored in external resource files. You can use the static method ge-
tResourceString of the utility class org.docma.plugin.PluginUtil to load a lan-
guage dependent property from an external resource file, as shown in this example. The path
of the resource file is derived from the provided class and language code by replacing all
dots within the full-qualified class name by a dash ("/"), appending the language code sepa-
rated by an underscore and attaching the file extension ".xml". Therefore, in our example the
path to the resource file for the English language (language code "en") is org/docma/plu-
gin/example/ApplyTemplate_en.xml. In other words, a resource file with name Ap-
plyTemplate_en.xml has to be located in the same folder where the corresponding class
file is located (usually packaged in a jar archive).

The format of the resource file is the XML properties format as used by the Java class ja-
va.util.Properties (see the Java Standard Edition API documentation for more infor-
mation). Following an example of the resource file ApplyTemplate_en.xml:

1 
2 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<!DOCTYPE properties SYSTEM "http://java.sun.com/dtd/properties.dtd">
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<properties>
  <entry key="shortInfo">Format input using a template</entry>
  <entry key="longInfo"><![CDATA[
  <big><b>Arguments:</b></big>
  <ul>
    <li><b><tt><i>ALIAS</i></tt></b>:
    <br />The alias name of the template node.</li>
  </ul>
  <p><big><b>Description:</b></big></p>
  <p>
    The content-node given by alias name <tt><i>ALIAS</i></tt>
    is used as a template. It is assumed that the template content 
    contains the substrings "<tt>$title</tt>" and "<tt>$content</tt>".
  </p>
  ]]>
  </entry>
</properties>

Listing 6.2. ApplyTemplate_en.xml

Note that a CDATA section is used for the value of the longInfo property, because the
property value contains XHTML tags, which would otherwise interfere with the XML proper-
ties format. By using a CDATA section, the < and > characters do not have to be encoded
as character entities (&lt; and &gt;).

To use the Auto-Format transformation, just place the compiled ApplyTemplate class to-
gether with the resource file ApplyTemplate_en.xml into the class path of the Docmenta
application.

Improving the performance

As mentioned above, the transform method is called for each occurence of an element
to be transformed. Therefore, the performance can be improved by caching the template
content. Following listing gives the improved source code of the ApplyTemplate class (the
changed lines are highlighted):
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package myexample;
 
import org.docma.plugin.*;

import java.util.*;                              

import java.io.*;
 
public class ApplyTemplate implements AutoFormat
{
    private ExportContext exportCtx;

    private Map<String, String> templateMap;     

 
    public void initialize(ExportContext ctx)
    {
        exportCtx = ctx;

        templateMap = new HashMap<String, String>();  

    }
 
    public void finished()
    {
        exportCtx = null;

        templateMap = null;                      

    }
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    public void transform(TransformationContext ctx) throws Exception
    {
        String alias = ctx.getArgument(0);

        String template = templateMap.get(alias);    

        if (template == null) {                      

            template = exportCtx.getContentStringByAlias(alias, true); 

            if (template == null) {                  

                throw new Exception("Could not find template with alias "

                                    + alias);        

            }                                        

            templateMap.put(alias, template);        

        }                                            

        String title = ctx.getTagAttributes().get("title");
        if (title == null) title = "";
        Writer out = ctx.getWriter();
        out.write(template.replace("$content", ctx.getInnerString())
                          .replace("$title", title));
    }
 
    public String getShortInfo(String languageCode)
    {
        return PluginUtil.getResourceString(this.getClass(),  
               languageCode, "shortInfo");
    }
 
    public String getLongInfo(String languageCode)
    {
        return PluginUtil.getResourceString(this.getClass(),  
               languageCode, "longInfo");
    }
}

Listing 6.3. ApplyTemplate.java (improved)

Note that different styles can have different Auto-Format arguments. That means, it is not
sufficient to cache a single template. In the implementation above a java.util.HashMap
object stores the cached templates. The alias of the template is used as key which is mapped
to the template content.

6.3. Creating an AutoFormat Plug-in
After having implemented the Auto-Format class, the compiled class needs to be added to
Docmenta as a plug-in. Therefore, a plug-in has to be created as described in Chapter 2,
Creating a plug-in package. Besides adding the Auto-Format class to the classpath, the class
also needs to be registered in the Docmenta plug-in API. This is done when the plug-in is
loaded by invoking the registerAutoFormatClasses method on the org.docma.plu-
gin.ApplicationContext instance. That means, the implementation of the plug-in class
has to be as follows (see Section 3.1, “Lifecycle methods” for details):

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

package myexample;
 
import org.docma.plugin.ApplicationContext;
import org.docma.plugin.Plugin;
import org.docma.plugin.PluginContext;
 
public class MyAutoFormatPlugin implements Plugin
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8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

{
    public void onLoad(PluginContext ctx) throws Exception 
    {
        ApplicationContext app = ctx.getApplicationContext();
        app.registerAutoFormatClasses("myexample.ApplyTemplate");
    }
 
    public void onUnload(PluginContext ctx) throws Exception 
    {
        ApplicationContext app = ctx.getApplicationContext();
        app.unregisterAutoFormatClasses("myexample.ApplyTemplate");
    }
}

Listing 6.4. MyAutoFormatPlugin.java

As you can see in Listing 6.4, “MyAutoFormatPlugin.java”, the onLoad method registers the
myexample.ApplyTemplate class, and the onUnload method unregisters it.

To create the plug-in package, the compiled classes and the resource file ApplyTem-
plate_en.xml have to be included in a zip-file as illustrated in Figure 6.9, “Auto-Format
example package”:

Figure 6.9. Auto-Format example package

Instead of placing the files in the web/WEB-INF/classes folder, the files could also be
included as a jar-file and placed in the lib or web/WEB-INF/lib folder.

Following an example of the plugin.properties file:

id=my_autoformat
version=1.0
plugin_class=myexample.MyAutoFormatPlugin
required_app_version = 1.9
config_dialog = false
load_type = next_startup

Listing 6.5. plugin.properties (Auto-Format example)

In this example, the identifier my_autoformat is used for the plug-in. Finally, an example
of the locale.properties file, which just contains a localized plug-in description:

my_autoformat.description = Auto-Format plug-in example
my_autoformat.help_url =

Listing 6.6. locale.properties (Auto-Format example)

Note that a help URL (my_autoformat.help_url) is not given, because our plug-in does
not provide any configuration options that need to be explained. Furthermore, the Auto-For-
mat class provides its own help through the getLongInfo method.
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For details on creating a plug-in package see Chapter 2, Creating a plug-in package. The
zip-file can now be installed as described in 'Installing Plug-ins' [Docmenta User Manual].
Examples of using Auto-Format transformations can be found here:

• 'Dynamic Templates' [Docmenta Tutorial]

• 'Formatting of listings' [Docmenta Tutorial]

• 'Syntax highlighting' [Docmenta Tutorial]
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To do ...
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Chapter 8. PDF stylesheet
customization

For the creation of PDF Docmenta uses the DocBook stylesheets. The complete process for
the PDF generation is shown in the following illustration:

Figure 8.1. From XHTML to PDF

First the XHTML is transformed to DocBook. This is done by applying an XSLT script named
html2docbook.xsl to the XHTML content. The resulting DocBook XML is then trans-
formed to XSL-FO by applying the DocBook stylesheets. Finally, the Apache FOP formatter
is used to transform the XSL-FO to PDF.

Docmenta allows to add extensions to the XSL used in the first two steps. This is described
in the following sections.

8.1. Customizing the transformation to Doc-
Book
The transformation from XHTML to DocBook is done by the docma/html2docbook.xsl
script located in the web application folder of Docmenta. If a plug-in adds files with one of
the prefixes listed in the following table, then the content of these files is included in the
html2docbook.xsl file. The resulting XSL code is used to transform the XHTML content to
DocBook. The files have to be located in the same folder as the html2docbook.xsl script.

File Prefix Description

html2db- Files with this prefix are included for all DocBook-based
exports (DocBook, PDF, static HTML, WebHelp V1 and
EPUB).

html2db_print- Files with this prefix are included for print output (for exam-
ple PDF), but not for HTML-based output formats.

html2db_pdf- Files with this prefix are only included for PDF output.

html2db_html- Files with this prefix are only included for HTML-based
output formats that utilize the DocBook stylesheets (static
HTML, WebHelp V1 and EPUB).

Table 8.1. Filename prefixes for DocBook transformation files
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Note: WebHelp V2

The WebHelp V2 format is not based on DocBook. Therefore, none of these transformation
files have impact on the WebHelp V2 output. To adapt the output of WebHelp V2, AutoFor-
mat styles can be used (see Chapter 6, AutoFormat plug-ins).

As an example, we add support for side floats in print output. A side float shall be defined
by a paragraph or div block, which has a style with ID aside assigned. In DocBook an
element named sidebar exists for creating side floats. That means, all that needs to be
achieved in the export process, is to transform p and div elements, which have the CSS
class "aside" assigned, into DocBook sidebar elements. Therefore, we add a file named
html2db_print-aside.xsl to the docma folder of Docmenta. Following the content of
the file:

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
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  <xsl:template match="div[@class='aside']">
    <sidebar><xsl:apply-templates /></sidebar>
  </xsl:template>
 
  <xsl:template match="p[@class='aside']">
    <sidebar><xsl:apply-templates /></sidebar>
  </xsl:template>

Listing 8.1. html2db_print-aside.xsl

Note that Docmenta also defines XSL templates for handling p and div elements. In our
example, the templates defined in Listing 8.1, “html2db_print-aside.xsl” automatically replace
the Docmenta templates due to the priorization rules of XSLT. However, in some cases it
may be necessary to explicitely increase the priority of an added template by using the XSLT
priority attribute.

For the sidebar element to be rendered as side float, we also have to set the DocBook XSL
parameter "sidebar.float.type". To achieve this, we have to extend the customization
layer of the DocBook XSL stylesheets. This is described in the following section.

8.2. Customizing the DocBook stylesheets
The DocBook stylesheets are located in the docbook-xsl folder of the Docmenta web ap-
plication. The current Docmenta version includes an adapted version of the v1.76.1 Doc-
Book stylesheets. The original content of the adapted files are included with suffix "_origi-
nal". For example, the file fo/pagesetup.xsl includes Docmenta-specific modifications.
The original content of the file (as of version 1.76.1) is included in the same folder, but with
filename pagesetup_original.xsl. This way, the Docmenta-specific adaptions of the
stylesheet can be determined by comparing the file pagesetup.xsl with pagesetup_o-
riginal.xsl. However, the files with suffix "_original" are not used by Docmenta. But
if the DocBook stylesheets are updated to a newer version than 1.76.1, then the modifica-
tions need to be integrated in the new version again.

Besides these adaptions of the existing DocBook stylesheets, Docmenta adds additional
XSL code to the DocBook stylesheets. In the terminology of the DocBook stylesheets such
XSL code is called a "customization layer". In Docmenta the customization layer consists of
the files listed in Table 8.2, “Pre-defined Docmenta customization layer files”. The files are
located in the sub-folder docma of the web application.
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File Description

customlayer.xsl Customization layer used for all Doc-
Book-based exports (DocBook, PDF, static
HTML, WebHelp V1 and EPUB).

customlayer_pdf.xsl Additional XSL code included only for PDF
output.

customlayer_html.xsl Additional XSL code included only for
HTML-based output formats that utilize the
DocBook stylesheets (static HTML, Web-
Help V1 and EPUB).

coverpage_pdf.xsl XSL code used for generating cover pages
in PDF output.

custom_header_footer_pdf.xsl XSL code used for the creation of cus-
tomized page headers/footers in PDF out-
put.

tocline_template_pdf.xsl XSL code used for the creation customized
ToC lines in PDF output.

Table 8.2. Pre-defined Docmenta customization layer files

Be aware that further XSL code is generated dynamically and added to the customization
layer. Therefore, to have a complete view of the generated customization layer, the Doc-
menta source code has to be considered as well. The generation of the customization layer
is done by the createDocBookXSLCustomLayer method in the org.docma.app.For-
mattingEngine class.

Besides the XSL-files listed above, a plug-in can add further XSL code to the customization
layer, by adding files with one of the prefixes listed in the following table.

File Prefix Description

custom- Files with this prefix are added to the customization layer of
all DocBook-based exports (DocBook, PDF, static HTML,
WebHelp V1 and EPUB).

custom_print- Files with this prefix are added to the customization layer
for print output, but not for HTML-based output. Currently
the only supported print format is PDF.

custom_pdf- Files with this prefix are only added to the customization
layer for PDF output.

custom_html- Files with this prefix are only added to the customization
layer for HTML-based output formats that utilize the Doc-
Book stylesheets (static HTML, WebHelp V1 and EPUB).

Table 8.3. Filename prefixes for customization layer plug-in files

Note: WebHelp V2

The WebHelp V2 format is not based on DocBook. Therefore, none of these customization
files have impact on the WebHelp V2 output. To adapt the output of WebHelp V2, AutoFor-
mat styles can be used (see Chapter 6, AutoFormat plug-ins).
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As an example, we set the DocBook XSL parameters "sidebar.float.type" and "side-
bar.float.width", which define the alignment and width of side floats (see the example
given in Section 8.1, “Customizing the transformation to DocBook”). Therefore, we add a
file named custom_print-aside.xsl with following content to the docma folder of the
Docmenta web-application:

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

<xsl:param name="sidebar.float.type">start</xsl:param>
<xsl:param name="sidebar.float.width">150pt</xsl:param>
 
<xsl:attribute-set name="sidebar.properties" 
                   use-attribute-sets="formal.object.properties">
  <!--style:aside-->
</xsl:attribute-set>

Listing 8.2. custom_print-aside.xsl

In our example, side floats shall be supported for print output only. Therefore, the file
prefix "custom_print-" is used. In Listing 8.2, “custom_print-aside.xsl”, the "side-
bar.float.type" parameter is set to "start" and the "sidebar.float.width" param-
eter is set to "150pt". Therefore, side floats are left-aligned and have a default width of
150pt.

Furthermore, an attribute-set with name "sidebar.properties" is added to the cus-
tomization layer. This attribute-set defines the FO formatting properties of the side float.
Within the customization layer files, the placeholder <!--style:id--> can be used to in-
sert the CSS properties of the Docmenta style with identifier id. In the example given above,
the CSS properties of the style "aside" are inserted.

To add the customization layer files to a Docmenta installation, a plug-in package has to be
created. This is described in the following section.

More information on adapting the Docbook stylesheets by customization layers, can be found
in the book "DocBook XSL: The Complete Guide" by Bob Stayton.

8.3. Creating the stylesheet plug-in
To add the XSL files of the example described in the previous sections, a plug-in package
has to be created. The general steps to create a plug-in package are described in Chapter 2,
Creating a plug-in package. Following figure shows the directory structure of our example
plug-in:

Figure 8.2. Plug-in package (aside example)

The package installs the XSL files html2db_print-aside.xsl and cus-
tom_print-aside.xsl into the docma folder of the Docmenta web-application. Following
an example of the plugin.properties file:

id = aside_example
version = 1.0
required_app_version = 1.9
load_type = next_startup

Listing 8.3. plugin.properties (aside example)
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The plug-in's locale.properties file just contains the localized plug-in description:

aside_example.description = Add support for side float  
aside_example.help_url = 

Listing 8.4. locale.properties (aside example)

The help_url property is left empty, because we do not provide any online-help for the
plug-in.
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